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Preface
r-

This Viewer's guide has been specially prepalvd to further your enjoyment
and understanding of CONNECTIONS: TECHNOLOGY AND CHANGE.
America's first national media program to feature both a newspaper and a
television series, CONNECTIONS: TECHNOLOGY AND CHANGE was
vieveloped by Cdurses by Newspaper, a project of University Extension. Uni-.
versity of California, San Diego, with funding from the National.Endowment
for the Humanities:

Components of the program include a ten-part television series, "Corme,c-
tions," coproduced by BBC and Time Life Films and featuring writer/narrator
James Burke of the BBC; a narrative text, Connectkins, by James Burke,
which is the companion volume to the television 'series; a series of fifteen
newspaper articles'written for Courses by Newspaper and coordinated by
John G. Burke, Professor of History at the University of California, Los An-
geles; a Reader/Study Guide, Technology and Change, edited by John G.
Burke and Marshall C. Eakin; and this Viewer's Guide.

"Connections" was presented for the first time on American .television on
PBS by WQED/Pittsburgh with a grant from the American Telephone & 'Fele-

tgraph Company and Associated Companies of the Bell System in the fall, 1979.
Designed for both the interested virer/reader andthe student enrolled for

credit. this volume relates the video and print components of the multiniedia
program. Both the television series and the print materials deal with the "con-
nectionsinherent in the course of technological development and among the
technologies that dominate our world. In additiov, the two Burkes were in
consultation during the development of the program. Each comvonent, how-
ever, presents a different approach to the subject of technology and change.
James Burke uses the television component to preknt a series of de ective
stories that cOnnect seemingly unrelated events as he traces the evolu ion of
eight modern inventions. He thus presents the historical flow of technological
development, and then raises questions about the nature of technology and
our dependence upon it from, this base. John G. Burke, in contrast, has struc-
tured the newspaper series and the book of readings around the questions
themselves, focusing on such issues as the effects, preconditions, and sources
of technological change.

The aim of this Viewer's Guide is both to highlight important points and
themes 91 the television series and to tie those themes to..the different per-

.- %spectives of the newspaper articles and the articles in.the Re4der. In addition,
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this volunie provides some interesting background on the filMing of the "Con-
nections- programs, whiCh took James Burke and his crew to more than ,150
locations in nineteen countries, Also included are questions for discussion
and study. Finally, the l'ime Chart iS designed to give the reader a sense of the
chronology of the developments discussed in the video and print materials.

Many people share the responsibility for the development of the Viewer's
Guide. George Colburn, Project Director of Courses by Newspaper at the
University of California, San Diego, has Even perhaps the single most instru-
mental person in bringing the television series and the course by newspaper
together. He also shared in the basic.coriceptualization of the Guide. Elliot
Wager of the Courses by Newspaper staff did much of the work on the Time
Chart. Both John Burke and James Burke have been kind enough to review
the manuscript, and James Burke also contributed the information for the0.
Program Background sections."lhanks are due to all of these, but the greatest
debt is owed to Jane_ Scheiber, whose careful editing and perceptive sugges-
tions have become a substantial part of the final volume. We also wish to
acknowledge our gratitude to the National Endowment for the Humanities,
which funds Courses by Newspaper, and to its Director of the Office of Special
Projects, James Kraft, for his support of this multimedia venture.

Although Courses by Newspaper is a project of the University of California.,
San Diego, and is supported by the National Endowment for the Humanities,
the views e,resscd in course materials are those of the authors only and do
not necess fly reflect those of the funding agency or of the University of
California.

Kiki Skagen Munshi

3



PROGRAM ONE

Th6 Trigger Effect

Prognim Summary

"Look around you," requests James Burke as he .opens the first program in
the "Connections" series...Look around. and see the technology upon which

.

you are dependent. What does it do to you? What do you do to it? What were
its origins? How did it grow? What would happen if it weren't there?

Burke leads us through the light-splashed night of New York as he talks
about the technology island we have created on Manhattanand in other
major population, centers of the world. The use and understanding of tech-
nology do not, he says, go together. The elevator doors close between us and
his face, leaving'us to watch the .gears and pulleys that pull the box up into a
skyscraper. Burke thus shows us the reality behind the wood-paneled interior
of the movable box. And he uses this example to evoke a fear many of us
share about one particular manifestation of technology. What if the elevator
stops halfway i4 and the lights go out?.

In November, 1965, Burke tells.us, it did stop. New 'ork's vulnerability
was graphically illustrated when a rather small piece of equipment did what it
Was supposed to do. The evening .began normaily. On the subway, in the
airport, in hospitals, on the streets, at the United Nations, and at the head-
quarters for Con .lidison, people followed their routine activities. Leisurely at
first, then at an increasing pace, the cainera cuts from one scene to another as
we approach the point at which. Adam Bea II power station failed, draining
light and heat from' the .great city.

The response of those caught in the New York blackout of 1965 was to
make do" with the technology-available .while they waited fo l. more tech-.

.

,nology to come to the leseue. BLit what, Burke,asks again, Would we do if
technology didn't .vme" t file rescue, if..it failed altogether?

If it all failed,' stipPlies wOUld run Out anq we:d haveto leave the techno-
logical Wand: thety,'6urke strides.through a bleak landscape of abandoned
cap and deserted freeways..,takiOng about tche few alternatives that would then
be left for survival, For' exartiple, today's farm'run on powergas for
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tractors, electricity, for power saws, drills, sterilizers, light, water, add Sewage.
The only Means for survival would lie id the simple technologies that:did not
depend.on these sources of energy. If in a duSty loft we were able to find a
plow and harness, if we haLfdraft animals, if they 'could be harnessed (and the
cows that Burke pil(s di fri.;rit of the plow wo4idnot normally take kindly to
such carrying. on ), and if we had the technical ..know-how for old-fashioned
farming, then and only then might we survik.

The basis I civilization rests on food and the means to produce it. The
t

scene changes to desert and oasis, one of the places where the weather
changed about 12,000 years ago. When the grasslands dried into:desert,
nomad hunters headed for water. In Egypt this was. the Nile, and Burke uses
the rope and wood of an Egyptian plow to illustrate.' his point. The plow,
according to Burke, was the "first man-made trigger of change, and it
alloNVed humans to predict that there would be food in a particular place at a
particular:time. The ancient Egyptians could, and had to, plan for the future.
They needed to Store grain.. They needed to codk. it. These needs gave rise to
the technologies of ovens and Potting and baking. Finally, the need to-knowa

when the Nile would flood and the need to allocate those flood waters
according to a predeterniined plan brought about a strong, central govern-
mental system that quickly became .an .empire.

The sanie kind of triiger effectone that changes a nomad society into an
empire is now occurring in the Arab states. The questions it raises about the
causes arid' effects .of change are, by and large, the sarns:, that can be asked
about ancient Egypt and about our own society. We will explore them in this
chapter because they form the basic themes of the rest of the series.

Program Bacicground

This program takes us from the top of the World Trade Center in New York
to the top of towers in Kuwait as James Burke explains our dependence on
modern technology and discusses rapid change in the modern world. Eight
hundred thousand people were trapped in the subways in the New York black-
outof 4965; The group of them shown in this program have re-enacted their
experience, as' have the people in the other dramas of that day. These scenes
were shot in New York City and Kennedy_ Airport. The deserted freeway
scene was taken on Staten Island-- on a section of road not yet open to traffic.

The Egyptian scenes were filmed on Ideation in Egypt, which in many
places has changed little since ancient time. The potter makes his living
casting pots on that wheel. The step pyramid k*.ind-tomb are by Cairo, but the
great pillared hall is a part of the Palaces of Thebes in Luxor, Upper Egypt.
The Arab falconers were, of course, in Kuwait, where the last scenes of the
program were also filmed, in a viewing area atop great water towers.



Thel.tes

The inartygneltionS janieS Burke ralseS during "The Trigger Effect "'fall into
three general Areas. All Of:thetn'are.impoititnt to every individual iii tciday's '
world, wheth&, or. not he.or, she- Oinks about them, .., ..

.. ,.
'The compkx4 and sYsientic nature of tedinological society..- ."Technologicaf.
sOciety" really includes ail societies. 'Burke illustrated the technological-0in-
plexity of ancient 'Egypt and, the Ways'in which peOplei born ovet 4,060 years.

--ago, used* their tqols, to build mónumems. we 'Still' Marvel at today. Even
wittottt those .mbnuments, outfit capacitytdproduce them, ancient societies .
were still "techndlogical" in 'a veiy basic waY. .They 'used implementS'. for
fainting, "cooking, and storing.. food. They made ',-cluthes aud,shoes. They

s created harnesses for draft aninials and constructed buildings in which to live.
As .the cOmplexity ottechnology increases, however., twa' things, happen,

Firyt, .a ,grea`ter number of processes come into being for an end prOduct. In,:'
'ancie.ntEgypt the potter mixed the clay, spun the wheel,..threw the clay on itv

. and formed a pot in which to store food. in-contrast, the plastic container in a
'modern-refrigerator is the product of many' more=and more intricate

. processes that began, in part, with tette extraction; of oil,frona.the grOund.
Second, tile. user of technOlogy beconies further removed from the proc-,

.esses by which artifactsthe things that an: uscd--,are made: Not all people,

in ancient Egypt could make pats. But most of them could describe how-they
4..art'i .made. yery. few of. us can do the sanie for plastic .containers..

Moreover, none of, these technological protesseS occurs iii isolation, for
every aspect of technology is an asPect of' a whOle systenr. A culture's
technology *ks a structure, coriiposed of many pieces. and all interlock; one
part is, laid on anothe part and cemented with a, third.. An "instance".ol
technology does not. just

:

n. and this implies something-else. If orle part
of ihe technology is Changed, there is some impact on' Other parts of that
technology. The impact may not always be predictableall we can definitely
say is that, because of the systemic n.atyre of technology, there will be an
nnpv. .

'

The hows and whys of technological change. B.urke's basic thesis in "Connec-
tions" is that change occur§ as a result of many factors, but only under certain
conditions. The most important is that.a "technological infrastructure" must
exist. 'the Egyptians could not have inverified the plow if they had not.known
how to work with wood or domesticate animals. Second, for the technological
change to take hold, be used; and have an effect, there must be a need for it.

0 :7 Pots, were not made before there was a surplus of something that people
wanted to keep.

4.
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...Specific -reasOns that change occii,FS, ho..%4;eer, are' more difficult to identify.
Burke believes that beoiase of a -trigger effect," change in.one area leads to
a-chain-reaction of otnerChanges. What'aings the initial change into being?
It May be individual. ingenuity, an economic need, the result of war, or the
oatcome of a number Of other specific .oecurrences. We will see. several of
these chains during the comirig programs amk, as Burke says,it Will become
lear thikt .hiStiary is rot,. as we.are: so often led to believe, a matter of great

men and. lonely...seniuses pOinting 'the way to the futUre from their ivory
towers. At soine point every' member of society is, involved in the process by

innOation andchange comes about...." This brings us to the third
theme.

The past,.present, and future effrets of technology, opening scenes of the
television program demonstrate the tremendous .iMpact of.modern technol-
'ogy on the people who live in New. York City and on the world they inhabit.
Most of them are changed physically by their technological environment.
Count the people who weareyeglasses. Look at their builds. They are tall and
well fed. yerhaps some of their muscles are not well developed because they
rely on other forms of technology such as the cars, which move in more or less
Ordered -

Those lines, .pertillps, are symptomatic of the ways in which.technology
shapes society.. It wiould be diffivit to drive if we could not predict, with
reasonable accurati the movemurnts of the cars.around us. We can, hOwevef?
in part because we have to make and follOw rules about movement that
simply wouldn't be necessary in a society where everyone walked. This is a
small example, o,f course. A larger one is implied by the exilence of those
ears. Someone owns them, someone must keep them running, someone is
responsible done hit's aVd kills,onother person. The cars exist in more than a
technological'environment, They must, of necessity, exist in a legal, political,
and economic environment as well.

And tinally, the cars and all of teehnology have an impact on the physical
4.

environment in which they exist. The 'island of.M'anhattan a great shell of
convrete, asphalt, steel and 'glass dropped over ahump of dirt and rock: may
be the ultimate symbol -of the way ,technology reshapes the world we have.
'inherited from Nature.

'Reidings ,

-Read Chapter One in-lames Burke's book Connections.
Many of the articles in the Reader,. Technology and Change, applyto these

themes, but they provide different approaches tcl the questions and different
interpretations of eventS, phenomena, and ideas. James Burke, for instance,
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used the 1965 blaCkout in New York to illustrate our depelidence on tech-
nolow. Barry Commoner in "Are Weaeally in Control?" (pp. 6-9) would,
no doubt, agree With the filet of that dependence. But he sees the hlaekout
primarily as illustrating the fact that' we are creating titchnological systems we
do not fully .understand and cannot fully control. That themeis there
control ,over technology?continUes to be explored .by people with vaStly
differing ideas: Lewis MuMford, in "The Technioue of Total Control" (pp.
11142), sees technology as a threat 'to" freetka.4 Jacques EUuLin "The
Technological Order" (pp. 13L19), believes it Vno longer possible- to, take
command of techm;logy; Samuel C. Florman, in "Ih Praise of Technology"
(pp. 21-30)4 'iakes up and refutes each of tfiese pointS; arguing that the
problem is not technology but our demand for its benefits.

The question of technological determinism is technology the determining
force in. human affairs. or . are humans themselves responsible for their-
world is, continued in subsequent articles. Peter F. Drucker takes a middle
line in his artiele -The First Technological Revolution and. Its Lessons" (pp.
39-46). He believes that the conditions that technology created determined
many social outcomes, bdt that humans controlled the .philosophical arid
ethical basis of\ society. Drucker's discussion of Irrigation civilizationS con-
tinues and expands the material from, the television program and the book
Conneefions, although it differs in a few details. Drucker also discusses same
of these questions in the second 'newspaper article, "Silent Revolutions."
Similarly, Tact Bronowski's selection, -Technology' and Culture in Evolu-
tion" (pp. .55-59), picks up and expands James Burke's point about the
"future" that was created in Egypt with .the invention-of the plow 'and the
cultivation .of crops.

Simon Ramo's selection, "The Systems Approach" .(pp. 77-,82), uses the
complexity and interrelationship of technology and sOciety to illustrate an
intellectual tool: analysis and design applied to the whole rather than com-
ponent parts. Nyith thisand with the tools provided by modern technology, he
asserts, we have the means to find answers-totproblems such-as those raised by
Burke.

John Burke. in "lechnology on Trial," the first newspaper article for the
Course, addresses the themes we identified above, and raises questions in each
area.. Note the differences between his and James Burke's approach. No
fundamental disagreement emerges between t'his article and the television
program,, but we could easily imagine the two men debating the importance
attached.to certain factors. This difference in emphasis (John Burke designed
the newspaper course and edited the book of readings).will continue through-
out the coming programs, and we will return to it occasionally in the ap-
ters ahead.
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Discussion Questions
. .

f. Put ii writing your impressions of the way James Burke feels about tecti-
nolOgy. (A ) Put it aside for a few weeks, .then read it and see if you've
changed your mind; (B) Contrast -his ideas to those of either' Ellul or
Simon.

2. Describe an example in the television program."The Tringer Effect" that
ypu beliewg,eillusttates the systems .approaeh to a problem. '

3. Do you believe the ancient Egyptians' dependence .on technology was
qualitatively diffelent from that 'of the modern New Yorker? I you do,
you might tr; ,to. put these differeces in opposin columns, then corn-
pare them.

4

p.



PROGRAM TWO

Death in the Morning

t`iProt ram Summiary

This program isthe first of the "detective stories" that will transport usfrijm
an event far -in 'the past to an invention that influences the modern world
in this case, the atomic boMb. It opens With Burke on a. sailing boat,looking
ahead. acro*.,the Mediterranean. No one; he states, can see into the,futur.
We only guess the effects of our actions.

ThiS particular story begins with a touchstone in an,Eastern Mediterranean
.marketplace soffit: 2500 years ago. The black piece of rock has a polishcd.side.
that' can be Marked by gold,' and its discOvery.meant the standardilation of
coinage with the consequence that trade 'replaced. barter. Trade in, turn
brought.more ships to Mediterranean ports andihe dissemination not only of
goods. but of knowledge.

The 'Scene changeo to..the basy markets and flat-topped cement roofs of
Alexandria in modernEgypt. Burke, walking among ruins against a whitehot
say, talks about the burning of the great library Of Alexandria, built in the
third and fourth centuries B.C. Not all the .bOoks were destroyed, hOwever,
fie climbs down,into underground caverns made for the scroll's and pulls mit a
chart that was. 1400 years ahead of its time: Ptolens star tables: It wasn't
much use .to navigators when it was. written because oftheir sails.

The square sail then in use would sail onlywith the wind, andif you.tri'go
in Only 'one direction, precise navigation is neither practical nor, necessary.'
_This type ,c.lf saiirlasted-Aintil- about the eighth century, wbetri Arab:pirates.
made it. smart 'business to minimize losses by dividing prebious cargoes among
many small boats. A montage of burning ships, coini and jewels, and attack-
ing men dissolvelp into an Arab dhow, a.Smailtoat With a 4iangidar sail, or
lateert This lateen sail .made sailing.,against :the wind- poSSibke. Now shiPs.
could be sailed at almost any tirne in almost:any:direction. Together with the
square sail, the lateen was used...in sixteenth-eentury.ships like Sir Francis
Drake's Golticn Hind. Standing on'the prow, behind the figurehead, Burke
tells us hosv the sails stprii. Later, in Drake's cabin, 0,e demonstrates the.
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1r . . .

magnetic.neetile that pointedto the North. Drake's-sails and compass enabled
..

biht. to sail around the worici.,.,and lte roomed with a rich ciirgo of treastires
captured from Spanisti ships and settlornent in theitiw World.

DizabethanSneededaccgrate.navigation for &it...trade. Utolenly:s star
tables were 'now used by naigator's to/fix their nOttlisouth position, ba the

- ,

companion tool, theclipass, wlis reported tw.be unreliable: .Scene 'of the
.en Cm the Thames. of SI)ips Un1oaded'4hy torchlight; of gtIming andtrade.
.3.1110 Hampton Court.where w.e find Burke, discOursing Onqhe,compass. .

.Arlikzatethan doctor, Willian-C6ilbert. conceived of the carth.as a magnet:
'0. "and,to support: his bhct %cis able to' demonStrate that magnetizedmetal

balls if.o.,actracttiki coMpass' needles. Compass needles,-,he -theorized,. must-
p6int .tb the elitth`smainetic4north pole..not the nOrth star'. A. bY-product of 4
his thesiS---- that,there ,was a Vacuum; an absence of any matter,' betiveen
plap&s led to a'.Series 'of eXperiments in- aerrnanY that prOducedmanother
imPostant by-product. In onc of the experirnepts a rotating 'sulfur 131all-on ate.

4 ..
stik.gIoed 'in the dark .and crackled. -it 'was the aceidental,,diseovery of
electricity.

tkecording tO Burke, 'note abtAthe crackleansi glow. buried ina treatise
on another matter, could have ler down a number Of different paths. The

- route he chooses takes us through an exploration of lightning and weather, by
means of a number of vehicles. Burke sails above green fields, in a modern'.
balloon, similar to 'those used in the nineteenth century for, weathei'observa,
tiOns. Then we see a party of 'Victorian enthusiastsAravel-by foot and hotse-
back to the top (if BeNNevis, a Minintain in Scotland, toinaugurate a Weather
station' that Was ultimately rwOnsible for the .creation of a cloud chamber.
The.end of this joui-ney ot ingruiry is the cockpit .of a Modern .velijcle.-- a B-29
.bornter from World_War II. These planes were safer,. and We .are Saferas. jet

. .
_passengers today,' be'cause of c:rie result of the journey we have taken,with
Burite radar..But all of us are in grave danger,because of.anot*r result.
'ilaie 'camera Moves away from the plane to reVeal the bathe: .The Eti61a.Gay.
The Enola Gay dropped' the atom bomb on' Hiroshima 'one death-filled
-morniug in 19 5. -

. .

Prognui Bac (land

This proirtup shows Burke on land, sea, and in the,air as he recreates events.
over a 2500-year period. The ship scenes for "Death in the Morning" use a,"i
varie.ty, Of "sites and,:techniques; The iopening shots show..Burke_iAlexandria "!`
barbor' in Egypt...The `7pirate attack!sequence, .hOwever, is i set oi..Visual
effects, created. ijt,.the BBC studios.. Exeter .Maritime Museum in England,is
the' hOMe- of the two-masted Arab dhow that Burke demonstrates', and the .

Golden litind is located in. Brikham, also in, England.
,
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Dcads in the Mornistg. j 13
.

The demonstration of Gilbert's hypothetical -.vacuum" was ree,,re,a4:d in .
Regensburg. Germany, during the annual Bierfest, with peilod costumes and

. the same results Gilbezt supposedly obtained. Period costumes also highlight
the ,recreation of tht. arrival of Elizabeth 1 and her entourage at .HaMpton
Coil's on the Thames .River, outside.L3ndon. The recreation of the ATening -.-
of Ben Nevis Observatory is, again. on location in Scott:incl4 while ctpsi

-.2 sequenee of .the film w.ai shot in. Harlingen. Texaishome of the only B-29-airil
in flying condition.

. Menus

..One of the' most elusive felationships in technology, yet one of the most
. powerful,. is the one between technology aria knowledge. Knowledge about.

Wchnology ahd, the ability to use itis power and, in many circumstances, the
means to wealth. Cornmonly accepted.-Vmowledge" based on teehnology can' .

change soe..ial institutions and the further growth of technology. Knowledge
and...technology act together, each one spurring individthds to discover more
about both and each Shaping the way technology .grows. Again and again in

...these programs we shall see accumulated bits and pieces of knowledge come
together to prothics a tZchnolOgical leap.that sets in motion a WM0E:A train Of
ftirther changes.

--Cottirn qn.".knowledge- and,the growth of technology. Knowledgeabout the
. -touchstone provided an impetus Id. its use. And-the "knyw1edge"7of the
...purity of gold.that the touchstone mude posSitzie increased trade and led to
.changes in the design of ships.

Barter is a particularlY awkward way tO transact business. Imagine each
owner-rot a stall in the Alexandria market having .to exchange tomatoes or

- pots difeetly for eVer,lhing his or her falnily needed!
.

The touchstone made possible a common medium Of exchange. Many
iterns for exaMple. Shells were t)sed for money before it appeared. But if
various pieces of -"moneydiffer from Orlc' another and traders argue.-about
the value -of their money as well as the value of their goods, the business of

a business is uncertain and slows Gold bullion probably existed before die
touchstone came into use.- but- its metal was often achilterated. -The touch-

_

stone .was a means of standardization that was commonly accepted. it there-
fore provided the impetus to trade in goods and knowledge that BurketuSes
on -the.next ,step in his journey..

Knowledge and- power. As the technology of trade and commerce grew
through the.centuries. so did the value of knowledge concerning it._ Those
who possessed charts or knew how ta. se the sky tables possessed rare and
precious information. They possessed a ood" that was as valuable or more
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valuable thah The objects they carried. They could .sell their, knowledge Or use
it to other ends because knoWledge, cOupled with the ,means to use it, is
power..But power, of course; reads to more than the simple accuMuiation of'
wealth. It means a .special place in the social hierarchy and, ultimately, the
ability to rulg. It also means the' ability .to 'destroy. And both power and:
.destructionshange the one who acts,as wellas the ofie.who,is acted upon. The
iinpact of the narrie; theEnola-Gay, is not simply a result Of the plane's role in
dro7ing the first atomic bomb. -The .bomber is'a .sYtribol of the great clues-
lions about the uses of technology, knowledge, and their powerful effects on
all of us:

Theintegration of knowledge and technology. The desire for knowledge ,'and
-I the need for knowledge in order tbt use technology are illustraledfat several

points in this program: the use of the compass and the search for explamitions
'of its inaccuraciesi the trips in balloons and up Ben Nevis to discover more
about the weather; and Charles.Wilson's attempt to:explain the. "glory'he
saw-in the..Scottish sky.,

These, examples, .however, also illustrate a factor in the W,estern (or Euro-
Nan) search for knowledge that has been of particular,importance in shaping
our technology. This is a desire for ,control over our environment Or (if we
can't control it) the ability to predict aCcurately what it Will 'do. Reliability,
predictability,' controlLall form the underpinnings of Western technology.

But knowledge and technology .do ,not always accompany one. another.
Ptolemy's star!,tables were not coupled with maritime technology until.cen-
tunics after,he compiled them; the.Compass Wasused before; the principles:on
.which it worked were fullyunderstood. In this and Mother programs; though,
we shall see that; in the mtHority. of 'cases, when. a technological procesS was
used there was almost alwa7s.someone who wanted to find out vyhy it worked
as it.did.. The result was such an intermingling Of science and technology that
it is difficult for us,today, to consider one without the other.

Technology and the economy. Another theme in "Death in the Morning" is
'the double relationship that .exists between technolOgY and economic gain. ,

The touchstone, the. lateen sail, the conl'pass, and accurate wearherprediction
increased the ability'to conduct tradcand Commerceand thus wealth-, but
each was .developed or 'discovered" in, order to increase potential-profits:
The interaction between technology.and the profit moqe.will appear, inone
form or another, in moSt-programs in this series and wiIl be discussed .at some,'
length in connection with l?rogram Five.

-6
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., Read Chapter Two in Janies Burke's book, Connectthns.
. One. of the,most powerful toOls (and the product of very advanced tech-
nolOgy ). to asSess information .and enhance knowledge is the computer. Its
possible-effects on our soZiety 'can be seen in several different .ways. lb
Herbert SiMon, author of the Reader Selection "What Computers Mean-for
Man aryd Society '.' (pp. 68-76), computers make information more accessible
and more easily used: for the

. benefit of the general public.. 'But the:most
important qUestiOn. he poses gt.'ies beyond the "mechanics"' of eomputer Use.
It-cone:erns Our pereeptiontf ourselves, and our place in the universe': Imagine
living in the. early, Sixteenth Century and being tpld that the. earth, Which you
know i*fiat beeause you 'have mq.eled Sn.it, is realty a Sphere: The coinpuker
may have a Similar effect on all of us before long as it is increasingly able to
duplicate functi9ns.of the human .brain. .

.

.Lewis MumfOrd. on the tither hand, believes that the avenues Opened by
computers 'lead toWards 'control by the few. In "The AllSeeing Eye". (pp.
65-767),- he argues that the knoiedge available tt;rough technology will, by
means Of tech;tology be used_tO shape .not only the environment but most, Of

.us living in it. To both Mumford andSinion, knowledgewhether inthe-forM
'.of the naVigational charts we.saw in the program or of computer.print-outs
ispo;ver. The key variable is in the way it willl be used and hdkv it will ..
affect us.

.
,

Marshall Mclphan also sees "another-way of thinking" in Modern teeh-
.nology. but ad a further diMension..to the question cf control. In his article
onn."Autôma on" (pp. 110-113), he contends that ur jrt.11;ving--ability to ..

regiikite work-processes thrOigh technological meant-Will increase the dis- .,

tance between Modern men and Women and the brutal, tedious lives of theira

ancestors. -,Ilie questic:;in of the "good life" and technology's impact on it willi

be presented by JAITIes Burke in a later television program; McLuhan's article
is a prelude to that as well-as 'an illustration of thew,hys and wherefoxes we
find in our search for knowledge and controls

... .

The systemic nature of_ technology- -will -also -eontinue to be- illustrated
ithroughotit.this cohrse4as we meet idea,'pepple. and innovations over and
over again indifferent contexts. Derek' de Solla Price in the third newspaper _

.article, "HosN'erribly Technicall," identifies developthents in what he terms.

.'an aggravatiop of the elitism .of knowledge sk'ills," which we shall encounter
in subsequent Programh, One is the ,fGwen . g Revolution. caused-,by the
inxention.of movable. type (Program Fou , and the second is the Scientific.
Revolution (parts of w,hich 'will appear in most programs). The increasivg

.

f-'
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specialization of technology identified Price i the Nreilsi n'that Sanford
,

Lakolf,-a.political scientist, believes the role of gevernment in the advance-
ment of technology is crucial. In the selection "Knowledge. Power, and
SoCial.Purpose" .(pp. 68-71 Lakoll Argues'that we also need .an increased
understanding .of the rela.tionshipAIf government and the growth of scientific
knowledge in order tkliprevent a lo*of control overhow knoledge is used
'and. an abdication' yt the role-weAlie people, play in!shaping our liveg.

biscuision Questions

1. What was the impertance of the touchstone.?

2. Simon states that "encrgy and information are two basic eurreneks of
organic and social .sysrems. A new technolegy that alter thi.; terms on
which one or the other. of these.is available to a systemcan4eirk .on it the
most, profound ehanges." Find an il1ustration of,this 'statement in .the
television program "Death in the Morning," and explain:your reasons for
choosing it. .

3. The reason the horses were unable to pull aPart the. two hemispheres in
Guericke's experiment is baSed on a simple.Rhysieal prineiple.. Explain it
or find an explanation of it, What vAis its.significance in the program?'

,

4. Find nistances,of the need to regulate dr predict environmental events in
.bOth the television programs and the'readingS tO date.

' "
5. Wha? ;ire yonroWn feelings about cetputers? Vtiat ways do you relate

. ,vr)
-to them in your everydaylife? Start With the poca ca1014or.

,"



PROGRAM THREE

Diâtant Voice8

"Distant 'VoiceS" opens with..Burke earrying an innocuous suitease that is
made:sinister by itScontents a nticlear bomb. Its-existence., Burketelts us, is
as Unbalthcing to the,..present military situation as another invention, the
stirrup ,. was' in as.day: The eamerapulls back to shoW BUrke in a green field,
.an abbey in the. background. The field is Hastings,,On the SoutheaSterri Coast

of ,.England, where William of NotmandY (later,.known as 'the Conqueror)
defeated Harold;.Sitio110, King.of .England,,, in 1066...

in. the famous Bayeux tapestry, celebtating,the Battle of Hastings,. We see
the shield' and lance *hose .uSe depended on the stirrup. It.was this ..clexice,

_according to Burke, that gave the Normans the advantage;. the result was
it changetin the rulers of England. A sigW-motion sequence ilhistrates this
meanS of fighting and its development after Hastings. in a medieval tourna-
ment, amidst joUsting., eating,. laughing andlooking, the ,winner toOk álI
including the opponent's hoAe. This was;.at least Until:knighthood was made*
hereditary; a -way to social respectability. But despite the cireus-like atmos--
phere, the local tournament was serioUS business, and the knight' was a

"poWerfu(and frightening war machine.
, ',The knight's supremaey ended in Franeein 1415. Qn camera, Burke leans
over the black entOmbeg figure. of the Engli0 King Frenry N't as he describes
the bloOdy encounter with, the'French in,that year at. the Battle of Agincourt.

this sea-of mud-Henry's Welsh archers loosed their arr2ws from a.power-,
ful new Weapon, the longbow, to bring down horses.and men in a frenzy of
slaughter. The siMple longbow conquered the knight and his way of fighti4

f.after some 300 years of power:
Three'otherinVentionS, developed before Agincourt,,were inthe long run

to bring about the demise of' the longbow. hand-Painted, illuminations of
plowing, sowing, and.threshing introduce this segment of the program,. The

.vtirst invention wasthe moldboard plow. .Manenvering a medieval wood plow
with itS VertiCal knife, Burke.ploWs up.the field of AgWourt. The next tWo

17
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inVeations were the horse:Collar, so the animal could pull the plow without
chokirig, and the horseshoe. 'A blacksmith taps a shoe on a horse's hoof as
Burke explains the role horseshoes played in transportingthe new surplus of
food that resulted from better plows and crop roation. People now had money
to spend on weekly fairs and, markets with their baths, amusements,'goods,',_
medical care, and other inVentionsand they didn't pracfice the longbow. .
The King tried to ban these leisure ac. tivitieS7 but a..new way of killing people
app'eared in-the nick of time.

Burke continues his story from a pig sty. The pigs' numure and, urine
formed-a basic insredient for gunpowder. The picture Cuts to China where
gunpowder was used for, hreworks in religious rituals, illustrateCI by a sWirling
dragon and praying girls: Burif walks into the temple to talk of the reasons
the Chinese invented so much yet used so little for change. This sprang, he
asserts, from two sources: from the ChineZ view of life; and'from the fixed
'societY and bureaucracy that were a resfilt df the need ta administer .the
ancient, complex, irrigation system.

. It took a somewhat more open system, such as that which existed- in the
West, responsive to the profit motive; to do things like put gunpowder in a
bell and' make a caimon...As explosions' take place, we move from the bells

bell-foundry to a sthall medievaliown in Italy where the 'first cannons
were used, then to a town in the forestS anC1 mountains of Czechoslovakia
where Silver was mined idficiance them.

The problem of raising water out of mines such as thZ)se brings,Burke to the
next invention. PuZzled as to why water couldn't be lifted more than 32 feet,
someone wrote to the eminent scientist Galileo, who wrote to, his assistant,
Tdrricelli, who wrote to his colleague Ricci, who sent the letter to France.
Burke, in a modern yellow French postal Van, explains the importance of
communications in putting pieces together and getting them to the inventor
and mathematician, Blaise Pascal,. Pascal used mercury to make a small
model of the water pump. Thenthe picture tilts and the van crawls uP Abe
screen his prother-in-law went up a mountain to test atmospheric presswe
at different altitude's. Burke repeats the test'\ illustrating the creation of the
.barometer.

There are many ways to go from this point. Burke decides to follow
,communication. ffr, leads us to a Frenchman carryinga baroMeter affected by
electricity, through4 a' series of, interesting (often silly) experiMents 'with
electricity, to a succession of other important developments, including the
demonstration of the link between electricity and magnetism. These came
together' in' the late nineteenth century. Electricity created a magnetic field.,
that could.De 'used to transmit vibrations from sound along a wire, The result
was the telephone, .7invented" (because of a head start to the patent office)
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by Alexander Grahani Bell. Today, we have coinplex telecomMu'hication
systems-'oeh 4s the one Burkeshows us in Puerto Rico that enable us to
communicate ,with, the rest of the'universe

,41

Programs Backgromid.

The land Burke plOws as he talks about 4rieultUral developmeqts 4 thebatde-',
field of Agincourt,. The plOW Was specialiy reconstructed for. this Sequence; bni
otheilrtifacts in the program are originals. The sword BUrke holda inVest-
minster Abbey, for example, was Henry it's, and.the embroidered piciiirei
depleting stirrups and lanees are from the .Bayeux Tapestry in nOrthweStern
France. The tournament and market kenes.were bothrecreated for the series,
the first at Ludlow Oastle in England 1where. Mark Wing-Davey delivers the
Crispin's Day'speech from' Shakespeare's Henry V ), and the latter at Grand-
son. Switierland. Other, locationS for this.program include Taiwart-, Brittany;
France; Cividale .del. Friuli, Italy; Jachyrnov, Czechoslovakia; and Puy-de-
DOme, France. The final Sequence was filmed on location in Arecibo, Puerto
Ricp. t

I
Themes

Culture, sciciety; and technology. A major theme throughout "Distant Voices-'
is ihe intVI:action between culture and society, on, the one hand,, and tech-
nology on the other.. Some portions of the program imply that the develop-
ment of technology depends upon the culture and society in which it occurs.
Others_ point out technological changes that determined the shape of society.
Perhaps the only possible conclasion is that the two interact, and that the
gdestiop of which is the dOminant factor depends on many other things.

Much Of the program shoWs theimpact of technologyon society. The use ofr

the stirrup:and lance and the rise of the knight with his expensive horse and
equipment put War into the hands'of an elite class. The distance beitween
man oh a horse and one on foot, after all, is more than'the few feet of height
giVen the rider. It is a distance created by the territory the horse,Can cover, by
the__ci)si_a_the_artimal.. and by the psychological advantage given -a rider in a

world where horses are the fastest and most powerful form of transportation.
All of these things helped restructure society and the culture that accompanied
it in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. '- ,

About the same time other far-reaching changes had been set in motion by
thei inVention of the moldboard plow, the live Collar, the horseShoe, and the
three-field system of crop rotation. It took longer for their effects to become
cumulative, but the changes they wrought were longer:lived than the knight
and his WPorld- the creation of an agricultural surplus, the growth of 'markets,
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a rise in the standard of living of many people, and a-consequent growth in
4.:onunetce and cammunications.. .

The imPortafice of the impact of culture and society on technology is most
obvious in the Chinese sequence. Burke.uses the invention of gunpowder as
a springboard to ask why the Chinese 'invented so much. The Taoists, he
answers, were interested in di4covering order in.the universe and., theref6re,
spent tinie inNes'tigating it. :Why, then, he cOntinudidn't the Chinese put
their inventions to practical use? Burke offers two reasons: One is that the'
Chinese were prone to regard the universe as1fixed rather than changeable.
The environment was a given, to be lived in, rather than a tool to be altered
and used. The second reasOn sprang from the twat irrigation systems of the
Chinese- river plains.: These required an administrative bureaucracy that
dammed the flow of social change.

Another set of reaSons appears in, later programs. T7hey have to,do with`
attitudes toward certain kinds of work.

In Chinese society, as in most European societies; hardmantial labor was
res'erved as much; as possible for the lower classes. The Chinese, however,'
were more rigid than the Europeans in maintaining class distinctiOns. The
result was that the people who thought about things and 'the people who:used
them physically were different. ,Tlie impetus to "make things a little easier"
and to "make things a little more.efficient" never took hold in the same Way it
did in the West. .

. The cumulative result was a society that pursued many areas of inquiry but
applied few of them to practical matters. China was not unique. Many attier
Asian societies were similar, and we will see in."The Long Chain" that Some
of the same arguments can be used to e.xplain the difference between Ameri-
can or British and German inventiveness in the nineteenth centurS!..

War and technology. In the West, war was a tremendouS impetus to the
development of technology and changes in the sikial structure. We see
several 'examples in "'Distant Voices": the 'use of gunpowder in cannon.; the
formation of a new social class through the use of the lance and horse. The
reciprocal influence, of society on, war, is demonstrated by the longbow's
demise. These are themes that will recur again, most specifically in Programs
Eight and Nine, and that will.be discussed in Chapter Eight of Connections.

Readings

Clypter Three in James Burke's book eonneciions- corresponds to this
program'

Fourarticles in the book of readings. Technology and Change, deal directly:
with the 'interaction of culture and technology. Robert Heilbroner, in "Do
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Machines Make History'?" (pp., 145-153), and William F. Ogburn. in 'Tech-
nology as. Enviwnment" (pp. 154-160), both believe that, with certain
qualitications,:,technok.tgr doeS yhape society. Ge9rge H. Daniels, on the '

.other hand, argUeSin."TechnologicalChange and Social Change" (pp. 161-
167) that social needs shape technologicd1 innOvations: In the next article
(Op.7,16S-174), John A. Hostetler describes the interaction of technology and
society ... in a particular instance, the: Amish, whose values kept them from
adopting nfodern technology.

The selectiOn by Clarence, Glacken, "Nature and Culture sin. Western °
ffiought" (pp. 121:125), presents the European iMage of man's place in the
universe. It is a 'central and an instrumental spot'. Gne aspect of this is that the
environnaent shapes culture but humans, in turn, shape' the environmentto-
their ends. More-central to our pUrposes, perhaps, is that7the importanee of
man .in,relatiori to other beings and .objects,is greater in Western thought than

. in many other cultures. Man is not a..part of an ihtriew,hole. occupying a
space. abOut equal-io his size-. He iS of more consequence than anything else.
The redson for being revolves around him and he, therefore, is-empowered to
.change the rest ofthe worrd to suit. his .ends.

This image of man is reduced by Jacques Elul, wAose view in "The
Technological Order" (pP. 13-20) is that society is irrevocably shaped. by
technology. It is- hard' to itnagine. Ellul .saying there was any time when
technology .had no effect on society, but in today's world,' technology has
taken 'cAtrOl of us. Nathiin Rosenberg, on the other hand, sees technolOgyas
heavOl-tauenced by both society and resources:. In !.Technology and Re-
soeve Endowment" (pp. 126129), he-states that "... resources establish
the particular framework of probleMs, of constraints, and opportunities, to
Which technological 'change is the oceasional human response Techno;
logiCal change : . 'does not occur in the-abstract but.rather in very specific
historical contexts. It occurs, that is, as a successfUl solution to a particular
problem throWn up in a particular ,resource context."

IP .You might alsd want to read Lynn ,White, jr, s article, "The Act of Inven-
tion" (pp. 382-383). He presents an account of the stirrup 'and lance that
varies _slightly Irom.-Ourke*

Two of the newspaper articles for the course relate closely to this program..
The second article. "Silent Revolutions" by.Peter F. DruCker, describes the
influence of technology tirst on the role of ..Voinen, then on the ancient
:Egyptian sOciety we saw in ..the first television...program. Drucker argueS that
wehnology and society change .together, and the ways in Which they change
must be compatible or change wail' not occur,. Like -James Burke, he uses
China as an example 'of an alternate mode of approaching the environment
and change.
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Sornewhat akin to Drucker, EdV;4rin T. Layton, -Jr., argues in the Sixth
newspiiper artick, "The Influence of Societali Values" that ',there is.. no.: .
inevitaible, cause-and-effect relationship betWeen technological and social
chang."-

.

Discussion Questions

I. DU Burke's views in the program 7'Distant Voices'' .correSpond more
'cloSely with those Of Heilbroner or.Daniels? Explain yodr response.

2. Gia4en's Reader sel,iction presents three ideas that, he bejieves have.
influenced Western thought and cultUre from ancient times to the'present
Do :yOU agree with him? How do_ they fit 'with Burke'sor another
sburce'sview of Chinese. culture and civilization?

3. A television program pften imposes on events a linear sequencefirit,
second, third, fourthtiat doesn't, in fact, exist.. Construct a .simple
tirnelicie for, this program, based on your recollections; then compare it
.with.the Time Chart on pp. 61-64 of this VieWer's Guide. .
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Faith in Number's

Program Summary

Kneeling in weeds against a stone wall, ,Burke explains haw satelliteS and
4.vmputers can. pinpoint a location anyplace on earth. He checks the longitude
and latitude numbers he is given by the computer on a map and stands up. He
is at the site identified through the satellitethe Barbegal Aqueduct in
France.

Our world is held together by the kinds of organization and communication
demonstrated by the satellite and computer.. "But what will that organiza-
tional network do to us,next?" Burke asks. Perhaps, he says, we can learn
from the Roman Empire because a vast, highly organized network of com-
munications held a world together before, and then collapsed..

In the Middle Ages...the one organization that functioned internationally
.was the Church. Through its communication sYstem the knowledge lost as a
result of the fall of Rome gradually spread again. Part of this knowledge was
an understanding of w water mills and their gearing systems worked. Burke
shows us a wooden model of a wheel which powers, in turn, a grinding
mechanism, a trip hammer for a suctian pump, a bellows, and a crank for a

TheSe systems and water, power led to a "Medieval Industrial Rvo-
lution" a spurt of productive activity occurring between the tenth and
fourteenth centuries.

This revolution was led by monks. The Cistercians with their white robes
.and black hoods glorified work.. They chopped wood, hoed, made wine,
-herded sheep, anti told one another across Europe how they did it. Sheep-
rearing may have- been their biggest success, and the wool they produced
could be made into cloth for all Europe. But they needed a mor`e efficient
loom and a spinning wheel to provide it with yarn. Both came from China in
the fourteenth century.

Banners and the stone buildings of Bruges provide a backdrop for a pro-
cession of medieval guilds. The city was made rich by cloth. The whole world
traded its gOods for the woolens of Flanders.

ir
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-., Much .of the trading was dohe at the Champagne fairs in the South of
-TratIce.. The 'fairs were suppOited by governments, by the merchants'and, in

, : an important -development,...' by the new inyesiment _contracts thaf.allowed
Stay-af-h9mes to-Tanis- ate in the benefits of trade. Commerce flourished.

4, Out the fairwand thei trade v.ere destroyed:in the.mid-fourteenth century.
r

- by an invisible enemy. SceneS of the busy medieval fnarket give .way to a
desertedlane. rain, and detd rats floating in a 'gutter: A solitary man with a
hors.e cart, paints crosses on doors to mark the Black Death. Half the popnla-
tion of Europe fell victirq to the bubonic plague. .

.

Amidst all the grimness,however; was one brighter note: when .the alaeji
Death receded a feW -years later, most of the. prOperty .was left to fewer

.people. Their race tc, grab the best of life Meant a demand for new luxuries.
One dl these was linen bedding and linen underwear, used for the ,first time
by common folk., \

.

Linen eventually'wore out, and the vast quantity of used linen started a new
industry papermaking. NoW there was ari abundance of paper but, because
of the Black Death,. a shOrtage of scribes. The imbalance was set right bY the
pl-' ting press,- which-seud movable type made in a mold by Johann Guten-
betttr. Burke detnonstrates how molten lead ,is carefullY poured into molds,
sets,..and is removed. .The German .**A" he lifts out syMbolizes the beginning
of one of the most.profound reVolutions in human history.

The knowledge .made available through printing spread with the help of a
Venetian,. Aldus Manurius. This printer made the world's first pocket editions
and brought ancient kn'ywIedge to the. Renaissance. The Greek .and Roman
knowledge showed up in many ways, ineluding fountains and automated toys.
But automatic mechanical.devices were also put to more practical use; such as
looms for textiles With new Chinec patterns. 'Boys pulling strings on the

,
. .

looms were replaced by punched cards that set off the right combinations,of
. .

threads at the right times. It was a principle that Was originally adaptedfrom
the .cam we saw at. the beginning of the program.

The same principle was applied in other areas, such as the riveting machines
used in shipbuilding. Th'ese ships .transported packcd masse'S of nineteenth-
century immigrants. to the_ United. StItes.. Burke pier s the enipty corridors_
and walkways of Ellis Island in New York haibor and talks about the prob-
lems such numbers posed for the U.S. census. How do you giunt them?

By 1890, the question was answeredby punching information on cards
*adapted from the ones used in looms add shipbuilding. That information was

-. then recorded and sorted mechanically. Do* the 'cards look faMiliar? They
should. Similar cards, working on, the same principle,.are now used on the
invention that runs the.modern world---:the computer.

,9L,---.., 0
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., -Faith in Num '" waS firmed on location throughout Europe. The Succes-m
sion of water* vls came. from 'England, 'Wales, Fr1:nce, And Switzerland,.
The 'ChalinP:igne Fairvas recreated in Troyes, France, and the o. Id town there
was also the seene of,thel3lack Death se.quence . The Cistercian Abbey scenes
Were actually .from two. monasteries, the Casamari AbbeY in Italy and.Clos,
Vougeot Chateau in France. Although the procession of medieval'. guilds is
,held annUally in BrugeS, Belgium, the demonstratiOn of the horizontal loom
and theSpinning Wheel. was filmed in.St. Luc, Switzerland. ,.

The playful uses of mechanical poWer- the tortoise and the water-
fountained 'dining roomare from the Palazzo Doria in Rome, and the
Hellbrun Castle in Salzburg'. The 'Jacquard looms are actually located in a
*factory in, Lyon. France. Another. working -antique". that\BUrke denion. '
strates is the original Hollerith tabulator, used. on Ellis Island thk is now in the
IBM archives in a :istew York. City suburb,

,

Faith in Nimobers

Themes

Thchnology and work: Mrthn a thing else, perhaps, technology is .
related to work. This filet is woven throkiOthe Sidry of Program Four, "Faithe.
in Numbers," and will be taken Up age. in ProVam Five.(The theme of work begins in.the fields *and refectories of the Cistercian'
monks. 'Work .with the hands was a part of their lives, in tandem with the
study and contemplation more usually associated.*ith Monasterie.s. Through
this Combination, the monks aeveloped new ways of 'farming and production.
And through the' network of Communication formed by the Church, they-
made their discoveries known. St. Benedict's rule"to work is tO pray",

. .destroyed the traditional division' between labor and thought and in the
Orocess gave to work a nobility and meaning that has remained with .us to
this day.

,But the work was not valued simply pi itself. It wa,s also valued for its
products the cloth that, people-wore.the wine they drank, the boOks from
which they read. The two things together, a belief in the dignity and 1nspira-

4k)41.4,n' wor,k -and adesite on. the-part -most people for the products that.
...labor. led .to the cuMulative growth the interaction of work and techno gy.
that Burke calls the Medieval Industrial Revolution.

.

The history of work and technology has been, by and large, a mo ve. away
from the reliance on unaided human .strength, as a souree of power. Some-
times, .as with the early Cistercians and the:society of their time, the move was
largely to an alternate source of poWer. Far better to build a mill powered by
Water than to poUnd clOth and grind grain by. hand. But it is also possible to
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increase the benetitderived from a given source of po4'r, Without having.to

' inerease the iio)ver itSelf... If., for instance, power comes from human action,

youin either iherease that person7s 'skill and, ther4ore, his-efficiency., or

a machine that augments the-force exerted. The Toot treadit loom and
Spinning wheel.shown in the program are such machines. 'They took no more

poWer than. tht-old...loomsc'an'd spindles, bufthey.translated it differently. The

. result w1Ls a lot mon: cloth and an easier lime makingit7-7-ijybu.were a skilled

'operator,
In 'other cases technology does run simply make 'work more .efticient or

easier,. It changes if completely..The transition froM Scribe to printing press,

as demonstrated in the prograrri, is an excellent example. The labor of-the

men,who set type and.Operated the new printing press was differenan kind

and.'qualitY frOth the labor.ofq! scribe, Asscribe Might be hesitant to accept a

-PressOperatorob,eyseet delightedio be able to buy a cheap;-printed book
illustrating the complexity ofreactions this kind of-change can. i:atise.

Another kind of change in work .i:aused by technology can-be unemploy-
.

ment, The Jacquard type Of loom wasn't uied until years .after.its, discovery

fot.many ofthe saMe reasons automation is resisted today by workers who are

afraidpf losing their jtibs.
This program.presents severafof thetetorsihat bring about developments

in labor-saving ,technologY. The".influence wrought by the combination., of

labor and thought of the CistacianS was powerfol. A demand for more4and

better cloth brought .successive developments in the but so did the

introduetion of technology from outside, whether "outside" was China or an

organ loft, An abundance of on,commoditySuch as 'paper, and 4 shott-

age in aeoMplementary.eornmod y such as scribes, resulted Once again ih

technological ehange. .And, fina4..dthe need fOr a new 'kind of job fo be

perforMed tirings.changes...When cards were made ,to count the growing

niillions of a young country, ,they setin Motion a train of further events that

c6ntitiues-today. .

Readings

James Burke providesdetailed illustrations .of mills, Itio.ms, and,the printing

press in Chapter Fout of the Connections book:that may claiiksome of -the

material in the telev.ision program.
The four selections on pages 0-113' of the Courses by NeWspaper Readjr

are' particularly applieable to this program,. Lynn White, jr.., discuss' es the

Benedictine's, and Cistercians in his eisay, "Dynamo and .Virgin. Recon-
.sideted.- He sees much of the progress during the Middle Ages as a result.of

.
their influence and of the fact that lab'or was' now being performed by free

- men ratherithan slaves. White also talks about the development of the water

."1
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.4'.'wheel, adding some information to ihe faCts provided by James Burke:
The next three artieles in the keader deal with theltYgical outcomes of

'applying technology to.work. What does happc,? In-Scientific Management
-and the Assembly Line:' Rotirrt H. Gii.:st dekrkZs. what.-bccurred when
.Frederick Taylor began.to 'look/ I people'llt wliP pewit -had already looked

Mlichines a concept 'that w,ill _be further illustrated in Prpgram Five,
Guest believo there is merit in Taylor's-approaoh_4.althougS.it Vfould not be
orried to extremes._The next selection, "'Worker Alienation," presents some .
workers'. attitudes towards jt.ib, that, because of lechnologY, gilt:Ice:them
from pride in their work. The, two other, selections on this subject in the
Reader illustrate varying peri:eptionsof thc: impact of,technology
.Siegfried.Giedion dacribes the very real effects of the.,small electric motor in :v
lightening the phvical-loadd 'housewives. ".Engineering the Houselibld.."

Rath,Schwartz CoWan, in -The industrialltevolUtion' in_the
. Horne" (pp. 276-;182t), does not dispute thislchange..but she believes tkA the

middle-class housewife aetually spends morehours completing her.. ".rfuties."
now than she did 'before thee -"labor-saving" deviees .appetfTed.'eowan

-argues that more cLutles were. added as the housewife's initial duties. became
lighter. .

The growth of the modern factory'system-anti the effeetspn workers are
described ifi the fourth newspaper M-ticle, '.'Ocetipational Destinjes". by,loseph
Gies. Keep this accouni in mind as you viey the next "Cbmieetions" program.

r ;
;Dikussiun Vstions

.

1,. .
. .

I. Identify insta eS of labor-saviitg technology in..Prograrn FOur.and discuss .

. ..

them in ierm kthe 'articles on-workeri,alienation andatitomation iii. the. ..,. .Reader. - .
t

.,
. t

1... Lynn Whit's .. rticle presents the hypothesis that. the Middle Ages loolted...r .to.both the Virgin a'nd the Dynamo for their inspiration. D'oes the tteata... ,
nient of this perio4 in "Faith. in Nurnberg" support his thesis.? . , ".,.*,

31 What was the ,impbrtanee of the .cikm? How did it opekate'itn00at.,. \exarnples orits usc, iii pp:scar:IA througuaiaihe telavisip4 progrumi?'i
"
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PROGRAM FiVE

The Wheel of Fortune

Program Summary

A computer card ended the last program and begins this, one. James Burke
draws it back from the carnera.to state, "Computers contain'the future Atithin
them.7 The titk of the program gives way .to a gracefully rotating piece of
machinery, moving In time to a Viennese waltz.

The computer Burke shows us runs the planetarium in Rochester,kl.Y.,
which can reproduc averts from the beginning of tithe to the 'furthest
reaches of:our i aginations. is the. culmination Of a process begun over
3,000 years ago priest-iastronomers watched the moon to tell farmers when
to plant theifcro

By approxi ely 500 B.C. star-gUzers had identified the twelve constella-
tions that turn t. the screen as Burke names thehouses of the zodiac. 'By the
second ceutur A.D. astronomers wereable to produce material like Ptolemy's
star tables, to which Burke introduced us in Program Two. This time weilind
them being used in the Arab world.

T.he Arab Universe was composed of seven crystal spheres, and the Arabs
learned to predict where, in those spheres, stars and planets would be at any
given time. The astrolabe, which they invented to do it, wai vital because it
told them the direction of Mecca, and what tittle it was so they would know
when to pray.

But Such predictions can also be applied to astrology and,. through astral-
.
ogy.._to medicine._ When the Caliph_of _paghdad.wassiek i therighth century
A.D., the monks of Jundi Shahpur, 'where Ptolemy's tables werpreserved,
came to cure him. The monks brought.a treasure ofGreek knowledge and the
Arabs took it with them as Islam suried across Africa and Asia int6 Europe.

Medicine as well as astronomy was popular with the Europeans, and by the
thirteenth century bOth led to scientific inveStigation.;Illuminated manus6ripts
On the screen dissolve.into a,tribunal of monks listening to a Latin dialdgue on
faith and reason. The response of fh church to scientific inquiry was the
Inquisitlim. although it.found sothe of the new knowledge useful. Christians,
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'like Muslims, needed to know the correct time to pray. They had .sun dials
and candles, but sdn dials didn't work in cloudy' weather and eandlq were
expensive.- EVen: Water clocks froze in winter: Not until a twelfth-Century
invention that got rjd .of water and used weights was the problem solved.'The
teeth of gears click past a metal block as Burke describes the verge andfoliot
system that told people When .to pray and when to work.

.0ther developments soon followed. Springs and their regulation by .the
-fusee were the beginnings of the small watch made in the rnetal-working town
of I'vjeiremberg. Gerinany, 6ut clocks still were.not accurate enough for astron7
omers. Gahleo.. who discovered. liipiter's moons with the telescopt, was the
source of the answer to the astronomers' problem when he ,wrote about the
pendulum. Pendulums regulated clocks more accurately. than anything had
before for everyone but sailors. Can you ienagine a' pendulum on a tossing
ship? -

Navigating east and west across the globe.requires measurement of -both
the heavens and the time. We see, the globe.`spin and dissolve. intp a plane-
.tarium, then the camera descends to Showtturke, seated in a 'glass-making
furnace..in Sheffield. The glass furnace provided a Means to heat steel to the
inciting poiht, and in eighteenth-century England this inspired another step in
the measurement offinie and distance. A gotid seitant needs accurate scales,,
and. the -tine steel., from the new refineries was . used to make a screw that
regulated' measurement and marking. But more than a sextant eame fism this
process. The first Machine tool had been made. Shots of shiPs and pUlleys,
then of a dusty .factory illustrate Burke's explanatioh that machinKcould now
do some- of the operations; that people used. to do. .Organized in a slightly
different manner, a combination of these operations gave birth to the assem-., .

.1.bly line.

In,the nineteenth century, the American,s took this idea and added a French
oneinterchangeable partsto it. The {ifle Burktrholds is a product: and
example of 'both processesthe assembly line used machines that did skilled
work rather than.people; it produced identical, 'interchangeable parts.

. The, result? American industry boomed. Everything seemed perfect except
people, and, two'psychologists set thernselves to systematize them_ Tha time
and motion studies done by the Gilbreths as shoWn in an old film.completed
the development of the modern prodUction

gut what happened to individuality,..Burke queries, aS the prOgram ends.

Pr.'ogrank, Background

In whatoay be a "first- for televi4ion, the water clock in "The Wheel of
" Fortune was specially reconstructed 'from the directions oi iv. fragment of

manuscript discoveredin the Pyrenees. Also specially remnstructed for this

4
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program is the mechanical model of the universe ith which Burke explains
-the Arabs' use of.astronomy.

Other sequences in the prOgram'are filmed
artifacts. For example, the debate about.faith
the Casamari Abbe:V in Italy, althoUgh the.Words
for this program. The .clock sequences are fro
France. The glassinaking cone, the Cate liffe
and Jesse Ramsden's "dividing- engine" is in
T.he blocks and pulleys used to dernonstrat
on the 11M-.S. Viciory, anchored in Port
lowtion of the bloq mills that house the
and Bruners production line. The fil
the archives of the Gareth Estate,
final sequence is located in Riehmoi

Themes

Of money anti time. For mote t an ,100 years now, the theory of economic
deterMinism.has be.en popular. t is, along with Marx, many of us,much of
the time, have`believed that our/need for money and the things.we Jo to get it
have governed the way we live and the cdurse of history. Program Five, "The
Wheel of Fortune,' is .a good/ base 'from which to explore that view as it is

_

related' to technology.
. .

Which comes first, the development of a technology or the need to use it?
1

,.Burke might answer that technology does deVelop, independent of a, need to
: use it, hut that it woir't be used widely until .the need aRears.

'Why? Well, why should I spend time making 'a telescope if I. personally,
have no use for it, or if no one else will,pay me for it? Why should I invent a
better way to make steel if there were nd need, or no market for .it among ,

those who make, springs forelocks? -Man and the products of his imaginaticm;
it could .. argued, are shaped by a profit:motive. Look at .the assembly line?
The goal' as pureh econdmic: to increase the 'ease and efficiency of produc-,
tion and to 'produce goods in large qUantities.

On the other hand, although a need may exiit, the combination of factors
that provide its resolution may have nothing to Jo with economics..And.tht
profit motive, no matter how strong; may not be enough by itself to bring
about innovation. In the same example, Burke .states that Huntsman's im-

'provements in steel-Making were the result of a number of things, the most
,important being the plaCe he happened to live. Because Huntsman .was able
to observe the use of clay to line the Sheffield furnaces, he wasable to adapt
that principle:to melting steel. . .

There is probably no final answer about the .exaet role of the, ecdnomic . .

location idr use original
d/knowledge was filmed in
f the.debate were recreated

the Strasbourg Cathedral in
,ione, is in Sheffield, England,

Science Museum in London.
he needfor mass production are

outh, England, which is also the
riginal machinery used in MaudSlay
f the Gilbreths' experiment is from

le the Modern production line in the
, Virginia.
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in*tus to technological development; it may .be that jittiginents have to be
made on a case-by-case basis. in any event, ,thoe judgments must be placed
in a context with other factors, including the reciprocal influence of .technol-

.ogy on economic development, ". The Wheel of .Fortune raises 'the issue .of
the impact of assembly-line prOduction, and we have seen other examples;
most notably in .Program Two. A:ad...both these questions7i--"Is.technology
governed by economies?" and "What'iS the .role.of technological change in
evnomie growth?:are something,so consider in coining programs.

Another conundrum is time. The heavein govern time and tittle governs us;
. Or.does it?

The use of an OfrierVatorrand the. Muslim firmament as an introduction to '.
the .invention.of cloCks :Was no..acci4ent. As Burke 'points out, the initial
obwrvations atilt.; sky were by'priest7astronomers whO needed lo tell farmers
when to plant. The thYthm of Movement in that sky gives shape to the seasons
of our lives.. , . .

According tp Burke., religiouS needs initially macte:the definitiOn of tirne
periods important. The Arabs perfected.the astrolabe to identify the direction
of Mecca:the Muslims' ho1y4city, and the hourS; at which t? pray, which areset
in reference to sunrise nd sunset rather than. in. measured divisions. of thefi

sum of day and night. 'he astrolabe, which 'told the date and the angle be.-
tween the horizon and a_celestial body, .was uniquely suited to this need.

. The concept of..dividing the day into equal periods was known to the t,)

Muslims, of course, bufr it was the Christians .who regulariited thoSe4.periods
' arid made them the basis of ktivity. This occurred overa number of centuries
and, as it was done, it produced many results, .

One result was the, application of time to daily life. The ability to measure
. tittle r.ti.sulted in the measurement of mor'e things than, perhaps,. had..been
-.anticipated. These jicluded, Most particularly, work. As the-change from
measuring labor in terms of tasks completed to measuring it in tennis of hours,
spenf spread. so did a transition from Subjective time (how long you think it
takes to do something) to objectiVe time (what the clock say0.

The. culminati'on .of one use of time is illustrated in the .work of the
,

Gilbretlis. In their system.: time_and_motion_ studies-change-more. than-the
character of work..They change our perception of the, nature of tht individual.
doing it as well: . -

'Readings

In Chapter Five of his book Connections, James Burke explains some of the
more technical material on the television' program.. Note the different, ex-
aMples the text uses in its .description of the development of the modern
factory in the United .States.
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The effeet of economic factorS on tOe IndUstrial Revolutionthat techno-

logically rich period of time ijnmediately prec.eding and following theturn of.
the nineteenth century when Britain becarne an industrial poWer--= is dis-

cussed in the Reader, Technology and change, by T. S. Ashton, In his
selection, "The industrial Itevolution" (pp. 47-i4), Ashton describes the

ways in which social, legal, and demographic changes fostered investment and
economic expansion.'This expansion, in turn, provided a context for much of
the technological development, we see in the "Connections" programs.

Not all factors, of course, are measurable. Same are attitudinal, and phild-
Sophical: Hugo A. Meier,Nn "Jechnologyand.Democracy, ltigt)--1860" (pp..

2117213 );.discusses some of the attitudes Americans held toward technology
and growth during the years of, great expansion in the early nineteenth

century.
Theneedfor economie investment to foster science and the contribution of

scitnce and technology, in turn, .to economic developinent are addressed by
S. Husain Zaheer in "India's' Need for Advanced Science and Technology"

7'N

(pp. 1193-197.). Jacob Schmookler, in a, different. but not incoMpatible ap-
proach, argues that "the incentive to make an invention...like the incentive to

.,produceVny other g4od, is affecte. by the excess of expected returns over,
.expected costs," His article is titled "Eci.anomic Sources of Inventive Activity"

(pp. 396-399).
Two newspaper articles are particularly relevant to this program. Gies's

"Occupational Destinies,;' the-fourth in the series, applies, as we noted in the

.

last chapter. to this program as well as to Program Four. The.eighth news-
pape. r article. "fncentives for Innovation: Technology and the. Economy"..by
Nathan Rosenberg, presents the relationship of technological innovation and
capitalistinstitutions. In it Rosenberg also raises the concept of social cosfs to.

a society that do not enter the calculations 61 an individual company or firm.
Clocks, which Occupy.a major portion of "The Wheel of Fortune," are.also.

the subject of the Reader selection by Carlo M Cipolla, "Clocks and Cul-

ture. (pp. 0-64). In this excerpt, Cipolla gives.more attention to the social

context ofelockS and time ,than Burke and 'less to the technology. His arti
will be _usefuLds-larifying yvur sense of the time period Burke has cove4...

Discussiop Questpns

1. a; Imagine a, modern world without clocks, watches, Or ways other than
lOoking at.the sky in order to tell tithe. Think of .a day in your life in suCh

world. After you spend some time 'oit thiS, read part b.

b. What .did you come up with'? What types of individual.response, what
inefficiencies? Did you find yourself developing an alternate technology to
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tell.time? Did you teel it pOSSib.te tO tuive a modern"Avorki.without
pieces?

.

.
.

.2, .Are you an "economic deteritinist" about technology? Relate your vieWs
to:the telelAsionfrograms you:have sari to date,..

3. Do Burke and Cipolla;have any fundamental disagreements about the'
develcipMent and role of clocks? Describe the arguments and thinking
of each.

I
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PROGRAM SIX

Thundersin the Skies

Program Summiry

SOur world has immense -variety, thanks to the roduction line. But Our life
style works only a we have energy. Burke says as h rises over dark Detroit in
.a glass-walled elevator in the Renaiskince Center. Burke then stands by a
boiler in the basement of the Center and asks, "What will happen if the cold
comes again?" He looks down a tube ; at the other end is a fire in the Grept Hall'
of:a medieval Saxon manor house 1,000 years ago. A bard Sits by it, chanting
tales of the outside world to an audience of the lord and lady and all the people
Of the manor down to the lowest peasant. The fire warms everyone because the
life\of the community, from eating to sleeping, to entertainment, is carried on
in tlis great room.

'In the twelfth centitry medieVal life 'Changed. The weather grew cold and
snow\ reached far intd the growing season. By. the.thirteenth century Enrope
was experiencing a mini-Ice Age. Snow and ice made warmth and its con-
servation more importani. The result? It isembodied in great houses like the
Ope approach with Burke.

Hardwick Hall was built in 1597 yet looks remarkably modern. Burke leads
us toile new sources of comfort: a cbimney, heating separate rooms; upstairs,
rugs ian the floor, tapestries on the.Wall, buttons on the clothes; downstairs, a
-kitclien with a new, automatic toaSting spit; outside, flagstone"walks to cover
the mud. The ilixision between the social classes had begun,, d so had a lot
of Other things inducting ii_siemand_ _for privacy, which c4&d now- be
realized.

The house also had glass windowsa great many of them. And to make
the glass -that was now in wide demand, yon needed a lot of charcoal, which
comes from wood. An ax, biting into the .new wood of-a standing tree;marks
the felling Of the great forests of England. The depletion bf this resource('
,mtant another source of fuel was needed. .

Some glassmak-ers tried moving operations to the-Cwohy- ãt iriestown,
Virginia, where sand, needed in glassmaking, and wood were readily avaii&

34
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able. Bui that effort failed-because of lack of skilled labor and the rigors of
suzvival for the Englishmen inthe new land. Breaking glass signals the end of
this experinient. Burke sits on a deSerted ship as he tells us how the timber

elsis was solved byte new way to make glass atid work iron, using a new
fuel, coal.

The impetus to these' new processes was the enocinous profit to be made.-
symboliied by 'ate gold coins Burke sets before us. A metal-making boom
increased the use of 'coal and then, because it was cleaner 'and made purer..
iron, coke. Water in coal mines like ;hose stretching out under the ocean off
the Cornish coast necessitated an engine to puMp out. water. Burke stands by.
Newcomen's great pum9 that depended on the vacuum formed by Condensing
steam_ to draw .a pistunAto a cylinder. With James Watt's improvements and
with the introduction of Machine-tooled.cylinders, the. industrial Revolution
qgears, pulleys, engines, and row houses form a montage) was omits way. Life.
would never be the same.

The next piece of Burke's story takes him to Lake Como it. northern Italy.
The noxious gases Of marshes along the lake's edge gave Volta "inflammable
air': in 1776. Burke lights Methane above the water anti explains how VOlta
Combined it with an electric spark to make an electric pistol.. Burke connects
the wire. and.spark; the cork flies past usthe precursor of the spark .plug.

The use of electriciv in this way worked better with gasoline, the by-
product of a fuel used to.solve another energy shortage in the mid-nineteenth
century. When whale oil .for lamps gtew scarce, oil from the ground
PennSylvania was nsed instead. The next scene is of a. gracious German spa
-where'Gottlieb Daimler and his friend found that igniting 'a mixture of:
gasoline, made from oil, and air with aillielectric spark made it possible to
build light, movable engines. A succession of horseless carriages provides a
background to Burke's explanation. of ,the engine,' eaiburetor, and,ignition
systems and.brings the threads .of his story together.

DaimleVs engine didn't.simplygo into ,cars. We approach an Austrian,lake
by plane. Here a man named Kress experimented with a new contraption and
an engine ordered from Daimler's factory. The experiment didn't work
because the wrong engine was sent. Kress.was killed. But his idea eventually
Was taken up by others. Two years later, in 1903, the Wright brothers flew the
first airp e.

Program .ttackgrooad

"Thunder in the Skies- is particularly rich in illustrating how the ways in
which people lived have changed over the centuries. Manorial life before the
twelfth century is recreated at Good. Easter, a Saxon mandr h9use in Esex,j
Vngland. Hardwiiik Hall"more.glass tban.wall"is.locatedin Derbyshire,'

2 -1
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.and the various objeets .Burke uses.to demonstrate the ways in which lite.,
had Changed all belong to the period.

Halfway through the. program Burke;---diseussing money, Sits aboard a.
replied of the Susan Constant, -one of the shiPs that originally brought colo-
nists to Jamestown. -.Jamestown itself iS rebuilt on the original site of the
settlement and' is open to the public ien a regular basis. Finally, the panorama
of the early days of motoring was filmed, most appropriately,. on Daimler.-
.strasse, in Stuttgart, (jermany.

Themes

Teehnology and the way we live. Halfway through the "Connections- series,
.it. may Pe time to 'take stock ,of our' technological environment once, more.'
This time let us consider material comfort, resources,.and their relatio.nship to
population.

Life on the manor shown at 'the beginning of "Thunder.in the Skies"' was
hardly idyllic. The boys. sitting on tie rafter, probably found it 'quite accept-
.able, but it is unlikely that we would. The hall was drafty, the fire smoked:
The food was, by our standards:plain and uninspired. The bread that formed
the mainstay of the. diet probably tasted of mold much of the . time, or that
special mustiness that comes from weevils in the flour. .Wearitig Clothes
without buttons Ls inconvenie.nt at best, and manual labor from dawn to dark
to eke out!, a .subsistence living is usually inspiring only to those who don't
do it. *

'Intellectual cOmfort- was as hard and plain as-physical comfort. There-
Was music, if. someone stopped .itror if .you could make it yourself: The Music
.was limited to voices. and .a few instruments, and to the tradition that you
knew. 13o6ks were almoSt nonexistent,: which didn't Matter' a great deal
beeause few people knew how to read. Contacts with others were similarly
few; traveling minStrels like the one in the program muSt.have been a. real
treat for people Who seldom ventured much beyond the manor. Historians

.have estimated that a peasadt in Normandy in the tenth centurynot far
removed from tht-iime and place of our manor, hallmight see only tWo or
-three h dred people in his entire. life. And that peasant's vocabulary_
perhaps wordswas as circumscribed as his world.
-.:Life in the towns, of course,. was .different. You were more likely to die
there of diseasebut .yOu might have more fun before it happened.'.

. . The changes in life style' since this time may not all be attributed to tech-
pology.'10 they could not have occurred without technology. And .these
changes affect more than the immediate comfortS.of our days. Burke points
'lout that even our 'phySical characteristics have. changed:. He refers to the
mixing of here itary characteristics that occurred with the advent of 'railroads.
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in the nineteenth century; Most of us have seen furnitUre and armor from
centuries.Past, all made tot-people much smaller than we are. ,%!c live longer
than Our aneestori and. perhaps, do not need to be as hardy to 'strive.

Burke identifies one of the sources of change. however, that has not.been
4fected by technologyit has been, instead, a moVing force behind techno-
trigical development. The weather shapes the way all peoples live, including
ourselves. The Trniniice age" receded in the fifteenth century, .but there is.a
clear possibility that world temperature may drop again. Burke's question,
"What will happen if the cold comes again?" is an intellectually chilling one.

.Resout-ces and population. None of the changes in people's life styles that we
saw in "Thunder i'n the Skies".occurred without corresponding.changes in the
environment. The adaptation of resources for ouuuse entails the transforma-
tion Or destruction of oilter resources. By.the Middle Ages deforestation had
become a problem in large partSof Europe; Burke notes this and the shortage
of copper for brass during his:narratiye. Technologically 'based production,
the kind that results in the comforts we enjoy so much, haS reached out over.*
the centuries to 'use more and more of the products of the earth.

The demand for (and the ability to produce)-material goods was accom-
panied by a rise 'in population: Each ted the other: more food, wanner
clothing, and better housing meant that more ,children .surviVed to become
workers and .consumers. For centuries this process was slow, but-with the
Inciiistrial Revolution it, like technology, took off.. The firSt great warning
about limited resources in this case, foodcame in the late 'eighteenth
century from 'e English economist Thomas Malthus. The Malthusian 'pre-
diction. of a pulation ,growing until it exceeded the food supply antiscaused

i

an excess of deaths over birtliS came true agaimand again, but only on a local
:4 scale. In almOst, all:.famines,. food existed that could have 'fed the,starving
- people but it wasn't where they were. Technology haS mAde three things

possible and all operatt.. today: first, and most important, 'is an increase in
food "production; second is the transportation of food to famine areas; and
third, in the long .terni, people move out of fOod-poot, crotded areas.
. Movements of' populatim particularly to. the New World, .brought people

:in 'contact witknew_resourctt-s, -The -result-was economic growth -of the-sort we
have seen .in past programs, and the creation of systems to make yet more
mavial goods. The questions with which we.are left 'aro two: How much do
we think we need? How long can we haw it?

Readings
-

Read Chapter Six in lames Wurke's Connections.
A number of articles in the Courses by Newspaper book of readings, Tech-
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no1ogy,u141 Change, address one spect or another .of ;4:sources and, tech-
nology. Jean Gimpel; in :*Etiviron iental Pollution in the Middle Ages",(pp.
.135-140) eipands aurke's narrati c about wood, shortages .and goes On to
discuss the air pollution that resulte from the use of coal. Similar shortages
.nOw face the United States, but in ineral resources rather than in wood.
Walter 1471. Hibbard, ..1r., in "Mineral Resources, Challengeor Threat?" (pp.
130-134), suggests ways technology can be.used to cdilsery e and expand1
these resources, rather than squand r René Dubos, in "The New
tnvironmental Attitude" (pp. 141-14 exa neS what he believes is a new
attitude " the willingness to abandon licies and practices that are technO-'
logically posOble and economically prof ab1e but sociafly objectiavable." The
Malthusian dilemma is re-examined in i s Modern cOntext by Na an RoSen;
.berg in "Ec. omic Growth,. Technolog and. Society" (pp: 222 229), and

Carter Rendf son describos one type o resPonse to fears abo4t resouree
depletion in ',I e Frugality Phenomenon .pp..230-238).

Program Six ix *ins with the problems of Producing food under changing---
and difficultconditions. The relationshipsof A population to its foild Supply
has always been a ehtical variable in a society. Neal F. Jensen preserdh-
turhing picture in "The Food-People Problem" (Pp. 1.86.-192), in which he
argues that we already put more nonrenewable resources into.food produc-
tion than' we receive from it 'and still ihe world's.population isn't' fed ade-
quately. He also pOints out ihat we may soon reach limits in increasing yields
per acre.-"The Migrations of Human Populations- (pp. 175-185) by Kings-
ley Davis:addS to the gloom; Davis .discusses the functions of migration in the
past and present, but points out that the world is now full.

Kingsley Davis raises another disturbing asPect, of modern technology in.,
relation to food in the seventh newspaper article, "Technology, Population,
and' Resburces." In' the United States we .now "spend" more energy to raise
food than we get back from it. Clarence J. Glaeken. in the fifth newspaper
article, which.deals.With the.problem of Tesources. at.soine of the ideas
we have held concerning our relationship.to the environment. He suggests in
"Culture: The Link-between Nature and Technology,- that if we look at the
history Of the way man has acted on the environment we will have a different
picture than if we consider the history of.technolOgy. .

Discussion Queslions
-

1. At the beginning of "Thunder in the Skies- Burke asks. "What will.
happen if the cyld comes again?". If the average temperature of your. area
were tO. drop tet degrees. what would the impact be on your life style?
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2. hitagine yourself living in Cither Hardwick Hall or the,Saion manor house.
HOw would that. life compare with. yoUr own?

ingsky L4ivis raises a' number.of 4uestkniS about populatioh and food in
.his selection_ in the hool '.. of readings and in .his newspaper .artkk..Identify
the three you consider4

. most important. How satisfying are the poslible
solutions to OL1P questions posed bY i;toserillerg.and,Henderson?

4. Howmany of the sources of energy and'Of pollution identified in *.'3"hunder
in the Skies- and in the readings are still with us today? Do we khow of
solutions for the types of pollution these energy sources cause?

5.'\ Pick a meal.--bieakfast, hinch, or dinnerand iist the points at which
.; energy was; used in producing the food, getting it to you, and preparing it.

Ago

I.

A'

f.)
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.,T110 :L006 'Chain.

A

Prograki stintattry`*\.

James.Bilr.k.ae'elis us 4-om what aPpgars to be a giant metal box. This box is
a part of a me4hOd O1 tridwortation whose impact today is Comparable.to that:
of the fiuyt, a Dutch ship Iu.,ttè seventeenth centurY. Today, the Boeing 747
airlreighter brings change in its wake.; so did the tiuyt. Indeed, the fiuyt set in
motion a whirlwind of events that shaped the known world

.To demanstrate.th constructiOn of, the fluyt, designed in Holland., a suc-
cession of graphicS,, strips the cornmon fighting ship of the day to its hold,
alters its shape, and builds it up to carry cargo'.,The list drawing dissol.,es into
a model orthe little iluyt that made the Dutch rich. .

The Dutch, however., weren't the only trading nation. The English alsO
*anted to play the trading game, and it. wasn't 'long before they entered it
.successfully. Seventeenthlcentury traders .discuss business over coffee .as
Burke describes the,"triangle trade"cotton., slaves, sugar that Was car-
ried by ships insured with Lloyd's of London., Lloytys identified the ship's hull

..a.s.a key faCtor in safety, and it is here that we see tlie firSt linkin the chaintlf,, .came from' coal tar.
:

'.,Pitcb, brought. first from Finiand,"then from the American colonies, was
needed.to protect, ships' hulls frOm destruction by a tiny worm that lived in

. tropical waters. The American.Revolution, howfier, cut supplies,. A fife and"
drurn signal a chAnge in scene to the, Seottiih N;illage where a. down-at-,the-
heels "'laird," the Earl of Dundonald; went broke:trying to extractpitch:from
coal, But as was his luck, he_wcceeded in_clevelopMg the-process just -asThe
English navy .began to plate' ships ". oiulls. with CoPper, making pitch obsolete
for the 'purpose. He difd inpoverty withOut benefiting frOm coal tar or from a-
hy-product of Coil he had accidentally 4Licovered-7-gas.
in the early nineteenth %zentury, gait,provided lights for the city of London

and for the stage on wliich Burke stands to recite the wonders of this modern
invention. The "modern invention" was widely 'adopted. It madc.possiAble a
whole 'new way of life, With evening activities from school tolheater; but
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gasruaking -also produced another by-product, coal tar. At tirst coal tar was
dutriped into the Thames- and other. rivers, bui ultimately it 'spawned many
products:-

The first was the mackintosh, a waterproof coat made,of rubber dissolved
with the coakar- derivative naphtha. The manufacturers of mackintOshes
tried to-get British botanists to grow rubber in India so it wouldn't have to be
imported from South America.:The botanists, however, were more interested
in growing cinaona. in India. From it iluinine was extractedto protect British
colonists, who were hacking.plantationsout of,Asian. jungle>, from malaria:.
That experiment failed, but an attempt in 1856 to manufacture quinine from
.etial tar resulted, quite accidentally, in the .tirst aniline -dye., .

As a result of .aniline dye. Victorian 'England burst into color, and_ its
inventor. William Perkin, grew rich. 'The British, however, still regarded'
manufacipre.aS a lower-class activity, and they brew their lead..The double-
eagle Snd'brass bands olthe Germans.replace the Union'Jack; To boot, the
Germans developed a-lot of other products from coal tar.

Btirke, driVing an old Combine across a wieat field, stops to_ explain
pe.culiar economic situation of the. late nineteenth century. Tge McCormick
.harvester was largely responsible for produeing great qUantitieS of American
wheat. which-forced the world price of wheat down. The German governMent
subsidized the export of Prussian rye to .cOnipete with the wheat: :But the
Prussianpeasants couldn't eat their own 'rye because it cost too'rnhch. Burke
throws a loaf of rye over one shoulder:The peasants couldn t vat American
.wheat either, because German import duties made it cost te6 niuch. ,Burke
throws a loaf of wheat bread over the other Shoulder, deMonstrating. the
plight of the starving peasants:

In order to boost its own wheat gräwing, the Germans needed cheap fern--
lizers. The way they solved.the.problem is a bitof a chemistry leSson. Burke,
in a labotory, explants, the. Haber Bosch process to produce ammonia fdt.
fertilizer. Then, with old movies of Paris iivhe backgrotind, he explains liow
thfs. discovery was made .useltss for the time beingby -the French dis-
coverY of calcium carbide..The Germans cotribinedthe catciuni carbide with
nitrogen for use as fertilizer, and its by-produet,',acetylene, waS (less succesS-

---4ully)-used instead of gaS limps. Genitally, with cheap fertilizer aVailabke,, was
off to beedming'a major industrial nation. Partly because of the rivalries this
caused, Germany also became a participant in World War I, when.the Haber
Boseh PrOcess becaine.useful again, This time it w4 cued to make explosives.

T,Ite one thread left hanging is what .hippened to the acetylene.. Color
movics of. the 1939 World's' Fairin New York and the DuPont pavilion
introduce us tathe tapestry it.wove,

The thread is nylon.
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Program Background

"'The Long Chain presents a fascinating 'succession of %chicks. lt begins. in
. the hold of a Boeing .747 freighter at the 'Frankfurt' airport in Germany:

Almost immediately it moves to Hoorn Port in Holland and a graphic analysis
Ot the tlilyt. The train.on which Burke travels in' Malaysia(where he alio
drinkS the gin ,and tonic) is..typical of those on the Malaysin. Rail system.

e where prices for a stately (if sorrietiMes hot and sooty) journey are loW. The
-combine that Burke .drises.-is a wOrking odel but4he flags that Make it
Ominousduring the first seconds of that scene were put on it for this program.

The suspended monOtail.Burke travelS near the end of the Program is in,
WUPperial, Germany. Although iflooks futuristic, it was opened by the Kaiser
in.1900 it ii still in operation today:

"Wags I.

impettis tor .the developinent of, technology can .come, as we have noted
More, from' many sources. -The Lung Chain" illustrate's a number of these,
but twii are particularly ou4tanding-,-- science and engineering and the way
they arc brought together in a.mteess of discovery.

.

osineering, anti lechAology. How do we distinguishamong science,
engineering, and technology? You can, probably formulate your own defini-
tions for each. OtherS have formulated theirs, and there are many disagree-
nwnts about the boundaries..For our purposes, 'a broad picture of the three
will do, and :%,t can stan our sketch by 'penciling in the outlines of. the
disCovery and manufacture Of aniline dyes. They were discovered,.as You will
rernember in 'England by 'William Perkin while he searched for synthetic
quinine.. Perkin became rich, but. Englandwhere inventors were held in
relatively low esteem and where inveStOrs could find other, surer, outlets for.
their capit)l took little advantafe Of its lead. Further, Perkin retired to4,
!' life of wience- at an early ageeiactly the kind of thing a University mail
would, want to do in that. era. J

Germany, on the other hand; had tecAical schools which cooperated With
universities and industry. Their graduates,'wht did not scorn applied know!:
edge, look coat tar and aniline dyes and developd a wkle-range of produeis,
. This difference finds a parallel in science and technology. Very generally.it
scieke is sys. temized knowledge. "Science': implies the exploration and
organization of knowledge for its own s'ake. Technology, on the other hand, is
the application- of knowledge, Whether based on science or not, for practical

-purposes. Engineering, in its broadest.sense, is theprocess through which this
:is.done. the English, if we may return'to our example, honored sciestists*.lhe
Germans rewarded engineers..
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The distitiction, however, is not.absolute. Discoveries, particularly of the
kinds 'that are cluonidedin "The Long Chain," can be both."Science" and..
"technology"' at once. ,The diScovery of nylon,- ior instance, Contributeci to.
our knoWledge of molecular _structure .and bonding while it produced a new
product that we,havs used in 'many ways,- froni clothes.to tires.

The further 'back infnne we go, the easier' it is to see the distinetion
`between science'ana technology:The fluyt was a technological innovation ;its
building neither sprang from nor resulted in neW, scientific knowledge". The
botanists who discovered- the cinchona in Solith America weft: cataloguing
plants in the interests' of seience. Lisefulness was a by-product. The botanists
were not .blind to the possible .elistence of Such byproducts as quMMe, but
they were not searching specifically for a-cure for malaria.

The role Of science and engineering in Promoting technOlogy is equally
complex. The engineering skills that produced the fluyt also provided voyag-
ers with .an ability to explore the New World. Engineering provided gaslight
'to the City of London. The scientific inquirythat diseovered the rubber plant
eventually led to the development of a technology for its use.

Perhap s. niost importantly, the mOde .of inquiry developed for science
contributed 'to both scientific and tech.nological discovery. The systematic
exploration of reasonable hypotheses, the drawing of conclusions concerning
eausal events and 'plansible outcornes, and the .method of logic upon. Which
these 'depend are 04 basis for thekinds of developments Burke chroniCles in
this:and other. programs.

L-

Resniinp

Chapter SeVen.in Aaule Burke's book, Connections, expands the information
'presented in this program.'

.

The relationship.arnong science,-engineering, and teehnology iS the theme
of several articles i1), the Reader. Technology and Change, and in the news-
paper. Series. BOth Robert 11. Multhauf. author of the ninth newspaper ailtne,
"Science and leehnology," and Pour Drucker,' in his Reader selection
"Applied Science and TechnolOgy" (pp. 24.5-250), believe that saience and
technology have come together in the twentieth century Multhaut argues that

_there.vvas-:in earlier period whenthescientist4riventorexisted,-bin that the
distinction between science and.technology took hold againby theeighteenth
Century. Both.. inttiiestingly enough. identify Perkin's discovery of the first
aniline dye as the point at which the two.again begin to merge..

In his article,' Drucker distinguishes between the "technology". practiced
tuday and thatof the last century. The .differences center on the systeinatic
way research is now. conducted, is Opposed to the more hit-aria-miss methods
of earlierdays. Charles Weiner's account in the Reader of the emergente of.
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the transistor (pp. 251-261) 'illustrates, this point..
The "density" of .innoyation.depieted in "Thy 'Long Chain" the number

of discoveries occurring at a particular point in time7-- parallels the growth,of
seience noted by 1.)erek. de So Ila Price in his selection, "Little Science, Big
.Seience" (pp. 2397244,4, As we have seen, the televicd= program dwells.=
each innov,ation for some time; at the beginning, then picks up speed with
Perkin's diScovery in 1856. The pace, like the.exponential growth of Scientific.
knowledge in the twentieth century, increases until we are presented with the
wealth' of products displayed in the NiA'y 'York World's'Fair. _ ' '.

If the goals of the scientist are to extend the boundaries of knowledge, the
goals.. of the. -engineee are more earthbound. Eugene S. Ferguson outlines
some of these in thetenth newspaper'article, "The Imperatives of Engineer--
ing." He discusbes several charaeteristiei of an engineer's approach to prob-.
..lems:. a. concern for efficiency.- a preference .for labor:-Saving systems, a desire.
to Wield.oOntrol, an urge to transcend human scale, and-an involvement with a'
problem or project. Each .contribines to Ni he engineer's abilityto solve techni-
cal problems, but each .can also be the uree of unforeseen coinplications.
This article is also pertinent to the themes.'of work arid the socialicontext of
technology in Programs Two and Four, and will be raiied again in conbection
with Program Nine. .

.
. .

Sir Williiim Fairbairn, in his Reader selection "The Engineering: PrOfes-
sion" (pp; 267-272), presents a picture .of the engineer that contains fewer
oualitications. Many of the engineering accomplishments he traces thrOugh
history have been shoWn on the . programs in the ''ConnectionS" ..series
Fairbairn's useof the teem "engineer" is broadened by.thoestein Veblen in
"The Role of the Engineers" (pp. 283-289) in order to apply "engineering"
to ,the entire production process rather than just the mechaniCal aspects of it.

.**L'Finally, another aspect of the relationship between science and technology
is' discussed by Jerome R. Ravetz in "Social Problems. of Induitrisdized
Science" (Pp..262-266)..Ravetz believes there are problems that:arise six-
citically '1th-in the modern merging of the two.."Industrialized. science" now
deals with a technology that.offers bizarre possibilities but operates without
the cOnstraints imposed in traditional science by a group of peers,and it is no'

-longer judged by abSOlute utility' or profitability of a product as, in the,
tectinOlogy we have seen.in "The. Long Chain." gas for lamps or the uses of
coal tar.

Discussion Questions
f

1.: Referring to the first seven programs in. the "Connections" series, identify
-at least three instances each.of. (1) scientific discoveries resulting in tech,'

)
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nological .change ;. i) engineering being, responsible for technological
change.

,2. 136th Ferguson. and Ravetz are concerned about undesirable outcomes of
science, engineering, and technology..Using their spccifiC'eoncerns, iden-
tify at least three snuations in "The Long Chain" for which you could
project unfortuoate effects;

3. ComPare Veblen's pictine of the enginee'r with.any two of the inventors
featured in "The Long Chain."

1.

.e
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Eat, Drink and
Be Merry

Program Summary

The objects around James Burke in a lighted office are plastic .and, like .the
modern world, change their shapes regularly. A d114ying succession of ma-
chinery, ilkustrating change. takes As .. to a factory that helpS finanee our
technOlogy-rich life style'. ft makes Credit cards, an artifact that may signal the
logicAl outcome of a. process orcredit and borroting that began about. 600
years ago. The factory door slams across the sc nd we are ,taken to. the

'courCel the. Dukes of Burgundy in fifteenth-century Fr ce."

The lot urthbUke of BurgUndy waged war on credit.- He th his baktles
and hiS money..and his' defeat' was the result of A change n' the face of war.
Burke, in awar games room, explains" the successiveuse of pikes in 1476; the
ariluebus in- 1503, and the flintlock in. 1521. The tactics that accompanied
these changes were also altered, and each Change involved more and more.

More and rnoresoldiers requireci More and more food as they marched to
battle': The matter ;reached a crisis stage for Napoleon in 1800 i`n Marengo,'
hair, 'where osi lost a battle because his men were out looking for
sorriething to eat. caumn arriVed in the nick of time Napoleon,. like

-13urke. was able to ne .o his chef's-latest coneoctionHchicken Marengo..
When he returned to France, Napoleon, in an effort to boost the French

economy, called for profit-making inventions, includingsomething tO feed his
armks. Burke leads us to the inventioalhat solved Napoleon's problem
through the vineyards of Champagne. But instead of the pale gold bubbly We
expeet froth the champagne bottles, peas, beans, and souP tumble out.
Nicholas Appert had discovered that food could be preserved by heating it in
sealed bottles.

,
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The .change, from bottles to .tM cans for food preservation folkawed a
straitge series oflinks. The endiof the Paper chain I3urke uses to demonstratea

them wasa Man who bought a4ansIation of Appert's book and-Who, because
of his print4ng backgroiind, knaw metal technology:Even the Queen, ta,stiog
-his new cA.ned food in 1813: prohounced it "pelicious!"

But there were problems in canning. During thetrimean War in the, 1850s, ,

many Cans.of meat'spoiled. The reasodmistakenly attributed to the spoilage
.

s\ aS heat. and bad air, and these also concerned a man in .Florida. Heat,
stagnant water, and bad air."S everlIne knew".7caused both food to
Spoil and peOple to get fever, and there was plenty of all three iii the swamps
of the southern United States.

Johp Gorrie, the mayor-of Apalachicola, thought he coald cure people of
liaalaria if he could keep them Cool. He had some success with his technique
because it involved putting gauze Over windows which kept dut disease-'
carrying mosquitoes. But he had a.bigger suceess.with his machinery to keep
the air cool, What he had. developed .was an air conditioner which, Burke tells
us. as he whips .outa gla.ss, alSo made. ice.

The same refrigeration system was used to bring chilled beef to. a banquet
in .1Nlew Orleans in 1850 and frozen beef to the docks of London from
Australia in 18801 The next step, however, was linked to the beer-drinking
habits of the GerMans. Seenes of the. Munich festival andtreat steins of beer
provide a background to Burke's discourse on the Germans' need to cool beer
vats that Would permit brewing all year round.

They sUlved.their problem -by adapting. Gorrie's system to use ammonia
rather than air.. This is the system our refrigerators' use .today, but we have
increasingly used gases that evaporate at lower temperaturesor higher pres-
sures. Such gases are hard tO keep in liquid form without a safe.container.
The, answer was the vacuum flask,. invented by Violle in 1882 and refined by
Dewar in 1890. It is introduced to us at an EdwardiOrn picnic andbrought to a
modem eoncrete landscape. The greatest impactof the vacuum or.."thermos"
flask on the twentieth century was made by the rocket moving past. Burke. If
you take a:vacuum flask, remove the top,..release a combination of hydrogen
and oxygen into a,confined space witha small hole in it, then ignite them, you

-have a rocket that will taLoff:

Program Background

Food is a major theme in "Eat, Drink, and Be Merry," and a number of the
major scenes are related to it. Chicken Marengo is ser*ed to Burke,in a
farrnyard'on the edge .of the battlefield in Italy for which it was named. Peas,
beans, and soup are served from champagne b-Nles in the Petit.Trianon, the
little palace built for the Napoleonic court, in Efliernay, France. The French

"")
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Consul's dinner, where the wine 1111s. chilk, was i.,econstructed in a peiiod
house in Apalachicola, Florida, the home of John Gorrie. The sickroom
episode was filmed in the Currie museum there, as was the ice-making
Both the sequenceSabout chilled or frozen beef were also filmed on location,
in .New Orleans, Louisiana, and at the 15 mithtield Market, where the first

'Australian bee(arrived.
'Burke ,demonstrates the operation of an original papetmaking machine in

the Museum of Papermaking, Grenoble, France. And Burke. was on the scene
to film the -Voyager lift-off of August 23, 1971, 'especially. foi the-ekcsing
sequence of this program.

Themes 7 ' .
.

..
..Wur as impetus to techruzlogy. _ Conflict seems, at qtnes, to be as much a part

of human xxistence .as toad. At other tiines, it steMs to ,be even more
:important. In the area of .technological growth, armed conflict hag certainly
had a more.consistent impact on change than the'pursuit clf more and better
food, Even Eat, .Drink, and Be Merry;' has, at its heart,.military need 'tither' '
than a desire to provide people with a better life. Why.-is this? '

One 'reason is .that .the need to tight "better" is very immediate. The
rewards are clear cut. So are the penalties for failure. Innovations can be
tested qhickly arid with obvious resiilts..The knightSon horseback inProgram
'Two had aFea1 incentive to.: ke better weapons and hreed stronger horses
self-preservation. Similarly,. vernments ,find investing in. research for war-

I
fare both useful 'and rewarding -,and.this investment, extends.far beyond the
implementS, for :battle. -An army," Napoleon is supposed to -have said,
"travels on its stomach.." He, if you will remember, provided the impetus for
the development ot preserved and canned foods. : -

.

Another reason .irwer. be that war increases mobility and, through, it, the
-spread" of new ideas..As the armies Burke.describes grew, more and.mort
meh (not to thention, camp followers)..were brought from, towns and villaws
into great conce,ntrations, then marched to foreign Climes. They often caught
.a 'number' of 'exotic diseases from one another in the process, but, more
importantl y. there was also i4 lothcring of indhiiiinals,witli_differentskitts.and_

.itrailitiqns who had a 'common purpose. One result was an accelerated'diff
sion and Adoption of neW ideas.

_

Government and technology..eEat, Drink, and Be Merry7 also demonstrates
,the relationshiP 'of government to 'technology. Napoleon's government of-
fered prizes for ideas that would, help French industrY; Gortie Obtained a
federal pat t for his lee-making machine. Further, governinents subsidize
research, they enable nxiividuals to profit from discoveries by protecting their
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rights, and theY regulate technolOgy..Government intervention can either be'
helpful to technological-advancement or it can impede it by (1) withholding
incentives for it; (2) banning technological research; or (3) bauning the
apphcation of technological discoveries:. -

Governments also provide a social, legal, and economic infrastructurewithin which technological development, takes place. Governments regulate
systems .of.ownership and taxation. They provide incentivei or disincentives'
to trade and commerce. They'establish and maintain standards for 'weights
and measures. They are often responsible for communications systems
mails, telecomniunicationS;Iransportation that facilitate the movement of
knowledge and goods.

Finally, to close a circle we started at the beginning 'of this section, govern-
mentsinake war. .

Readings

The developments in this program are discussed in Chapter Eight of 'Com;
necfions.

Several 'articles in the Technology anci Change Reader address war and
technology. Quincy Wright traces the history of war in his Reader article,
"Technology mid Warfare". (pp.-3027341). His article shoal help you place
into a more cdt,...27nt perspective the Material you have encoimtered in this
program and Program Two, and that you will meet in the next "Connections"
program. Like JamesBurke, Wright sees,the kinds of technology affected by

, war increasing over time, not simply because of a growth in technology but
because of a growth in the areas of life affected by a nation at war. Giulio
Douhet foresaw this, line of rea.soning in his selection"The Command of the
Air" (pp. 312-316). He, believed the airplane would do more to involve the
civilian population of 'a nation in battle than any other .Military invention'.
Lynn' White. jr., in his article "The Nct of Invention" (pp. 379-391), adds
material on several oaf the types of,warfare we have seen.

The development ofbigger and better ways to kill and maim human beings
has always raised moral questions. These took a quantum leap with the first
atomic bomb. Three Selections in the Reader, by Albert Einstein, the Gen-
eral Advisory Cotnmittee_tathe Atomic Energy Commission,-and Andrei D.
Sakharov (pp. 317-331), present some of the-doubts that scientists have
concerning nuclearweaponS.

Herbert F. York and G. Allen Greb relate the technology of war and the
role of government in "Wars: Hot and gold," the eleventh newspaper article
in ,the Courses by Newspaper series. rtf-it they describe the ways in which
modern goveynments influence military research and development. A. Hunter
Dupree, in The twelfth newspaper article, "The Government's Role in Tech-

1N 5 I..)
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nological Change," explains some other ways government can influente tech-
,

nology.
Three articles. in .the book of 'readings describe the direct interventien of

government into the development of. technologY. Both Reynold M:.Wik (pp,
338-347) and Carroll W. Pursell, Jr., (pp. 348-355) describe hoW the govern-
ment supportS technological research. Wik in agriculture and Pursell in indus-.
try. John G. Burke.'s selection,.."Bursting Boilers and the Federal Power".
(pp. 35(1-36.7), concerns government regulation and its ,consequences in a
particular case. The effects Of- this intervention on technology itself are
explored in the Reader articles by.Sanford Lakoff.(pp. 368.-371) and Jerome
R. Ravetz (pP. 262-266), which .were. described in. Chapters Two and Seven
of "this Guide.

The possible consequences on society, of government intervention are de-
'scribed in two Reader artielesi. David E. Lilienthal is eloquent about the
benefits of the 'TVA in -"pemocracy at t e Grass Roots." (pp.. 428-431.);
Arthur E.'Morgan is equally eloquent a ut a less 'appealing aspect ,of dam
building in-The Garrison Dam Disaster (pp. 432-440),

Discussion Questions

I. What different types of technology sihown in "Eat, Drink, and Be Merry':
did.Warfare affect? .

2. Compare James Burke's and Quint:), Wright's methods of relating military
history to technology. Do they 'differ in their interpretations of. events?
You might want to review your conclusions after-you have seen Program
Nine, "Cottniclown."

3.. Do the deseriptions of government intervention in the readings discussed
above have parallels in the television program'? In past television pro-
grams'? What means of government intervention in technology? are appar-
ent.to you in your immediate environment?

4. Basing your answer on, both the program and the reading material, explain
Whether you believe the morality of warfare has changed over the'past
thouSand Years.

5,1

;.
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Countdown
Proem Sts.minary

The Apollo moon shot is a perfect example of why technology is a double-.
edged weapon. The same instruments that Control the great rOcket can make .

plane travel safer or steer atornic,Missiles. Their effect on military strategy
may be as deciiive in altering the cotirse of history as another missile, the"
c4tnnonball, was 600 years ago.

Fires and"explosions till the .screen. A moving 'cart transports us to the
walled city, of.,.Algues-Mortes, France, a perfect examPle-of fourteenth--
century.. pie-cannon. fortification. Burke 'explains the vulnerabilitY of .the
curtain walls and 'corner towers to artillery, then takes us toinother wall. At
first glance it looks like.a park, but the grassy mounds actiially belong .to a
"gar tort." Lines of.fire superimPosedum an aerial view of th'f town illustrate
its dere ve pOwer. Burke, no landing opposite the walls, continues With a,
descripti n of the calculations 'i cLto shoot.Cannon accUrately at the city
an4 de onstrates the instrumentS- used to,make those Calculations.

same calculations helped surveyorS (which aided the military, who ?

usually wanted to know where they were) in their walk for4ienrY VIII of
England. Henry dissolved the Monasteries in 1536 and confiSeated arid sold

,their. land. The buyers, quite naturally, wanted-.to know exatly what gihey
were getting SO the land was' surVeyed. These sitrveys .also Las4 the-ground-

. .work for the. first Mapping. of England.
England was Mapped by fhp late sixteenth.centUry,but it was not _until 1825

that surVerys sf the entire atitish Isles werecompleted.. Burke apptars climb-
ing inta.ight as-he Lexplains-the: reie -of NViitie's toitd in 'bringing the. sur-
rounding' Scottish_Highlands under London's rule in the mid-eighteenth cen-

;thry ,andi .eventually, ir creating a Map :of the area,' Next, extendihg the
surveying to.`map Ireland resulted in a. neW kind of illumination,limelight.
The limelight was bright enough to provirie\'a siting on mountain tops so the
distances among them .could be calculated. .

The bright limelight was also tried in lighthouses but proved too expensive.
Burke appears q,n stage, "in the limelight," AO dramathe the new solution.

51
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Withpietures, curtaini, and flourishes, he explains the events that led tu the
dynamo, which powered the arc light 11. te arc light,.illustrated in the seqUence
that begins each "Connections" Program, works becaUse electricity jumps
froni one carbOri rod to nother. The world's tirst.electric light had come into
being, as well as the first part of 'an inventiOn that is now in your house. ,

'The next Nrt is -introduced by a 'disastrous explosion in England an4
continued in a Coknado saloon. "Gun cottOn"--cotton treated with acid,
and billiard balls. were, indeed. an explosiVe.combination. .

The third piece was as showy but quieter. The mpst striking component Was
Leland. Stanford's bet about the way horses ran..Fliom a series of photographs
the experimenters learned that all four feet leave tk4 ground as a horse gallops:
'More importantly. they also found that if the pieturtis were run rapidly throUgh
a projector, it looked like the horse w;asreally movng on film.. 1

The last partl of our modern invention was \the eilegraph, used initially to

Lprevent
trains from running IhtooqL vother 14 signaling-their kxfition. And

VithOmas Ala EdisOn p.ut the pieces. all 'together. \
\ He used the light bulb he had iiwented (on the principle of the Arc
inuminate,sequential pictures on .a celluloid strip-made from, mong other
th(ings. the outer materials of the explosive billiard balls. "Oki tiMe" movies
ot\earlicr program sequences run byquickly as Burke recaps he processes
that led to this point. Sound was added from the recording devi .Edison had
made (derised in principle from the Morse' telegraph) and u .c1 to record
"Mary Had a Little Lamb." A few years later pictures arid sound were put on
tilm, then transmitted electronically. Burke faces us and taps the back of the
screen .saying; "This is it." "This" is your television set.

But .we haven't quite reached the end. Television isn't an-erid-point. It is
part of an ongoing. process. It .acts as a'relentless reminder of the, .pace of
cOntemporary change. It also acts to accelerate' change.. What will it.andthe
kind of s4cience that invented it, .do to change:the .future? What will it.do to
us? These are some of the questions that Will be taken up in the neXtk and list.
.program.

Program Background

listory buffs may discovertwo new places to visit during Count own.'.The
first iS Aigues-Mortes, on the ,Mediterranean coast in southern Fr nee', one of
.the few remaininguntouched examples of pre-eannonball fortificatioh. it was
completed in 1300. several centuries before. thebnext site was budt. Maarden,
Holland. is a star fort that has sUrvived civic eipansion and modernization.
The aerial shob provide the most .complete illUstration of the pattern .and
planning imposed by the cannon.

4
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On the other hand; the ability of the camera tO ereatethe illusion of reality'
where none exists iS beaUtifully demonstrated in. the scenes of Liftk Jack
Horner's Pie. The Liie of the Glastonbury Abbey. Kitchen appears real, but
when "Jack Hornet" disappears against the ruins of the modern abbey, it .

becomes clear _that the . eainera initially excluded the signs of decay.
Also created in the BBC Studios were the. theater set and theOlo west

saloon. Thegun-cotton explosion, hOwever, was reeonstrueted at the original
site in..Faversham, Kent. England., and EdiSon's Menlo Pagk Laboratory is
tow part of the Greenfield Museum in Dearborn, Michigan.
Themes

:lames Burke has . pointed' out that technological innovation is the result 'of
many 'factors. "Great discvveries"' are not the prqduct of lonely, uninformed
labor ina garret..And yet. many of the innovations we have seenare the wink,'
of individual men or women. "Countdown",and the .other programs in/the
"Connections" series 'are full of the names of the people who.put bit and

/pieces together and came up with ,something that no one else had done
f. before. Why them and not someone else?

One of-the answers that Burke, has suggested is tharthese people were at
the right place at the .right time. Thomas .Edison, for instance, worked at a
-time when developments.in a 'number of fields occurred and could occur,, in a
place Where he could get informationabout them, and in a situatipn where he
would be rewarded for pushing these developments a few steps'.further.

Put. Edison wasn't the only person who lived in the right plaCe at the right
time and wanted to do things. Neither was Tbomas Drummond, the inventor
of the limelight. Why iltee two and not two others'? Is it only because they, ae
Alexander Graham Bell, were "first tO the patent office"? It is/true thannany
scientific add technological advances are made simultaneously/in a number 'Of
places, hut time. and 'circumstance still aren't enough to explai the enormOus
productivity of some . individuals. and some cultures. Three other factOrS,
applicable to both individiials and their societies and intfra live to it gieat.. .

degre are also important in the inVentive process.

Individual creativity. There 'is an old game in which you re handed six
-mate-hi:sand asked to'make Nur contiguous triangles. After v. nous attempts
at putting them end to end or across:one another somebody puts three , on
the table in a triangle, then builds a thtee-sided pyramid above herd with the.
remaining three. That individual either knew the answer or proached...4.
creatively. ., . .

.

.. Creativity involves --divergent thinking"or .thinkirtg..that d viates from
cUstoniary patterns. The creative, perSon lOoks, for solutions outsde the pat-
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,terns 'and formats that most of us see. Although.there have been a nuMber of
theories that attempt to explain creativity, none Of them is-,COmpletely satis-
faCtury:'All 'we ..know is that it .exists, and sdanie peOple seem to' have more'
of. it than others.

_

rwmng yhe contiibution,of edUcation to teChnologicatinnotion, like that
ofereativhy, is hard't6 inpuint. btu it exists just as surely. .Education Reed

. not be -formal ,. but an individUal must have learned.something, somewhere..
before htt or she can Ch4nge or, improve .it,Program ',Eight,' "l'fie 'Long
chain." attributed Germany'S lead in chemical teChnblogy to technicafschools
and their hnts-with industry ., none of the peoPle mentioned. in "Conntdown7'
WaS working in an unknown field----7all hadhad sonit. ;raining. And the more
people who have a Particular type 'of knowledse, the greater.ihe chances that-
ativan4. will occur, . '

.
Further, none oif _the individual inventart we haVe Seen was illiterate. In

additiOn to. the training neeessary for invention in a given area, the ability to
read and write is of tremendous importance in the history'Of technology. We
have: seen, the elle& letter writing ,. for., exainple has :had in several pro,'
grams7--, the sequence of letters that enabled,Pasealici invent the barometer,

oMmUnication that, led to preservihg fodd in tin cans, and Priestky's
lette,r to Alessanditi Voltaaböut his Soda water and work, on gases. Lit'eracY
taken fqr granted by most .of usal,lows People to read of what others have
,done, and to record their own 'activities.' both to remember them ''and to
provide theirAknowledge to yet others.

finiet/eeruatfrfcdom arideZ'on.ornic rnobilitY . Finath individuali need to have,-
SOftie- prospeaof gain from.invention. Both intellectual and economic mobil-<
ity are important "regard: Intellectual freedom proVidesa flow of
information and encourages people tO develOp their .abilities;H.economic
Mobility prOvides 'an incenti4" to develop new ideas:

Readinp
Read Chapter Nine in JarReS BUrke's book,Conneetions. _.

It is'viitually iMpossible to address the question ot iMPetus to invention,k

within indivOtials without considering a host of other questions. The selec-
lions' in tlie 42eaderi 7cfl1!ioloki and'change, _anc.i_the -newspaper articles
related to this program raise manyof, them as they discuss,the indiviclual, and

1

I,

inVentiveness. ., . ,t .

.
,

Jewkes. Sawers. and ,Stillerimin in "The Sources7of Invention" (pp. 406-
.416) siart- by asking, "What is..an invention?"-The answer it as difficult to
isolate iis -who" the "inventor" is. The selection,c;nds. with another liiifaad. . , - . ,

. .

query--7 whether our society is setup in such a -way as to eneourage- that
inventiveneSs.- ;
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...111-let-7;tingly enough...the 'example used'here to illustrate the complexity of
-inventiOn- is nylon: .you 'might compare thtj treatnicni of the topic to
Burke's in "The 1..bng Chain."

.

TW,o Reader kleetiOns .and the ttSrith newspaper article present ,different
asiects of the thought .processes4Of individuals who deal wifh teehmilogy.
Eugene S: Ferguson's neWspaper article, "The Imperatives Of Engineering,"
was recommended as backgroundoreading to ylogram Eight; it is also aPpli-
cable here. The sanie anthor raiso a 'different aspect of how engineers think',
in his.Reader selection. "Nonverbal Thought in Technology:* (pp. 400-405)
Ferguson argues tharrnuch technology is visually and artistically oriented and
that we are doMg'ourselves a disservice by insisting that engineers betrained
to appl y.. rigorous mathc7matical Proofs to everYthing: "Freedom and Direc-
tion': by James C. Wallace (pp. 441.-444) also raises the unique-approach of
engineers to probleMS and tasks, and qUestions the ways in which the "engi-
neering ethic" IS-allowed free rein,to eXplore and. develop technology..
. Burke's questions inrthe last part of the program are taken up and explored
by Kenai:al, KenistOn in "Technology und Human Nature't'(pii. 445-441).
Not only dO indiVidual make-Up and intellect determine the course of manY
i6yentions; technology. Keniston also, may be reshaping huthan
nature and, if' this is .so,. We Must be alert to the ways in .which this-might
express itself..

.Lynn White; jr.. in thelhirteenth newsp.aivr. artiele,..*Jhe Mystery, of
Inventiveness," .illustrates sortie differem approaches to technlogy that are
further:discussed in hiS 'Reader. article', "The Act- of Invention" (pp. 379'

Schmookler (pp, 396-399.), cited.inchvter Five,'also presents
some' aspects.ol,the psychology of invention.

Discussion QUesi

1. I3y this progran You should recognize sUbjects and inventions that.have
appeared befor ise one 'of the follOwing aild integrate its.treatment
in "CountdoWn' with 'Wed material in previous programs: Illuinipation;-
'War; Corm

e qualities. you bheve Borke.ascribes to inventors, then check
them against the material'imhe "ConneEtion.;:' piogranis_or.book_How
do they coniiare with the articles by .Ferguson and Wallace? Are-there
differences between the portrayal of .seientists and engineers in the tele-
vision programs, and in the readings?

.
.

3. Hat yoa -read a biography pf an inventor'? What does it say about the
Sources of inventiveness for that individual? How does this compare with
the analyses in the "Connections7 series and the readings?
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.Yeseterday; Tomorrowi
'.And YQ11

Program Summary

*Yesterday,Ibmorrow, and You,' the last program in the."Connections"
series, .summarizes the themes that have been presented thus far arid projects
them into the, future. It opens with discussion of the changes of nature and
the great leap .in the. pace -and kind of change when'humans began to
intervenein shaping their environment. It continues.as Burke nanies the eight
major inventions whose history he has, highlighted, and examines their place
in our interdependent, changing world.r Scenes from the.first program illus- .
trate. the ways in which technological change .can act 'as a trigger for other,
multitudinous inventions.
.7 Today. because of the exponential grOwth of Seience and technology, there

are thousands of potential triggers of change. Burke, starting with the 'tech-
nology available in a modern hardward store and moving into a classrOom,
discusses sonic of the linear views of Change we have traditionally been
taught. These approaches:: he says, neither explain' nor predict. Change and
its' effects are too...complex. Recapping sequences- from previous programs,
Burke'review our exploration of this complexity in the past. Will understand-.
ing,those. sequences'enable ui to predict change in the future?

Not.coMpletely. There are too many factors and too-many things Wg &Mgt
know: Burke holds' up Volta's electric pistol. What would you have made of
this? As :With 'a jigsaw puzzle4 yOu don't have all the 'pieces, you can't set
the whole picture. He gets.in a car and.drives off:

.

The ear is a vehicle for Burke's sernrnary Of communication and change in
history. As knowledge* grew, so did 'the .kind of.specialization.neeessary to
produce the objects we u.Se. And' many technologies are so far, beyond .our.
'Comprehension .that .weare reduced .to judging 'them by our gut reaction's.
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Burke drives into Cape Canaveral and asks.' "How can you evaluate research
.such as this if you base your evaluationon emotions?".But MOst of us have no
other choiv.e: The freqUent- resultin this ease. a broken tangle of unused\space equipment is a treniendous waste '.both in the present and for the
pOssiblefuture..

The nuclear Nwer plant Burke visits next represents sonic; of the dilemmas
of modern technology. What do we.do when we want the things (in this.ease,
Power) .teehnology prOvides. yet are uneasy about possible side effects?

:Burke walks over a tank4of u;ater holding radioactive fuel and begins to offer
possible answers. None is coMpletely acceptable.

We must know whalwe are doing betOre we can 'plan fur ,the technological
future,' but how cairwe ever learn enough,to participate in the decisions that
will be .made? Burke strides among computers and poses the dilemtna of 'the
averageperson. It looks as if there may bc Only two options. ( I) Do nothing.
(2). Strike :out at'.the ,,things .yOu don't understandi-The computer center,
dissolves into.patterns 'of viOlent destrUction of technology in slow-motion
se encc. ,.,

.

nu:, program ends with Burke talking quietly. These actions aren't svItt-
lions -either..-he says The, key to charige is the key of knowledge. Today,
scientists and techi )logists hae that key more than Atone. But all of us can

,. learn from one ant) et becaUse none of us knows everything: What we must
,

do is:try. to' 1 erstand.. and ask questionS about those. things wc do not
understand. .

Where. 40 We ;tart?

Ask yourself. Burke' suggests, if there,is anythMg in your life you. want
changed, ... .. ..

The faces we have, seen in previous programs flash by us. interspersed with
scenes from a roller coaster. The series is over. oe.
Preahom Backgroiunil #

Cinematie technique dominateS the last,program in the -Connections. series..
. The vjsual effects, ot ther-smashing modern technology"' sequence is an
- arresting.feature of this program wi1t its coMbination of quiet: cuts land slow .

motion. Another Shot in which the pr gram's narrative is enhanced by visual

1

effects iSi _the_ movenient 'toward- _Burke _when -he -is- seated M- -the -British--
Airways Ccnttputer COmplex at Heathrow Airport. The alternation of one

. computer after another provides a counterpoint to Burke's,diseourse as the'
cattera rolls toWard him. And there will be few viewers Whose stomachs
didn't lurch asthey watched the roller coaster scenes that close the program.

-, Sortie of the techniques are. as in other programs. enhanced by on-location
filming. The. nu4ear power station is on the Severn River. and,the medieval
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water mill is in Mapledurham, both in England... The colloid chemistry..se-
quence,was filmed at the' Quited Kingdom AtOmic Research Laboratory at
HarWell, England, and thecight artifacts whose histories We have.seen were
aisembled in a B-52. at Sakyer. Air Force Base'in Marquette; Michigan.

Thanes

At the beginning of This Viewer's.Guide we raised certain broad themes to
provide a frameWork for subsequent questions and discussioits. We are now
left standing ,squarely between the pastsome of which Burke has shown
us and the future. It is time to re-examine these themes with reference to
the future.

The result of our examination might. hest be sunimarized as a series of
statements. Many are simply illustrations Of hoW- little we know.

I. There is no single "source" for teChnological change. Each innovation
apd its tesults spring froth a web of interrelated factors that ma,y or may not
include the f011owing: time and circumstance; need; economic factors; social
and cultural influences; war; government; religion; conununication; iridi-
vidual creativity ; the general level of education and, by extension, the
of available, minds to confront a problem; science and the organizanon of
research; pure accident.

2. Technology affects us as individuals and as members of a society. We
affect technology. We can idintify some clear relationships, but are not sure
of all the rarnifications of influence in eithe'r direction.

Our lives are profoundly influenced on the most material oltryday levelby
the. artifacts we use_ and the fdod we eat. Medical technology has saved many
of us from early deaths and enabled most of us to interact more fully with the
world around us by correcting physical disabilitiet, The imperatives of time
and ttie way in which we organize our work determine,,the rhythm of our
livesfor some of us these iniperatiVes are faumore influential than the
ancient succession of weather and seasons. Each of us as an individual faces

, less mortal risk in living (that is, our chances of living longer are better)
because of technology, but the 'fabric of our society maY be at greater risk. A
political upheaval in the Middle East that closes oil production, a crop failure
in Canada, or a km.glla group with an atomic bomb can cause ripples bf
effects that spreadithroughaut the world_ Technology also affects our
cal behavior. The need to play to the media, according to many critics,
has distorted issues in national political campaigns. In addition,' we are
all affected by our natural environment and the ways in which technology
shapes it.

,

1. We are not sure whether we nefd to "control technology," kow to do it
if we want to, or what effects such control would have. The "systemic nature"

I

s.
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of technology means that II you tinker with .one aspict, all kinds of results
follow, many of them unexpected.'We don't know'exactly why inventions
occur, what they iU do; or what changing some Part of the system will do.
This coMplexity is increased because there are too many branches of special-
ized knowledge for one person to master them all,,or even be able to talk to
practitioners in a majority of them. And in the taxkrn world, everything
happens quickly. Innovations spread and their consequences' are upon us
before we even know what they are.

But all the "don't ,knows" dtvnot consequently mean we a4 helpless. We
can ail to .qUestion and attempt to control technology; but we need to act With
.the imperfect tools at our command and to proceedeautiously with a full
realization 'of-our ignorance. James ,Burke. simply 'asks us t6.rccognize the
etiMplexity of bur world atid the diversity of the' activities it.harbors. There
are no simple answers; there are very few simple questions,

61

Readiuga .

Many of the coriiplex issues raised 'in the"television program are recapped in
Chapter Ten of James Burke's book. Comiecrions! .

JameS gutke as,left us in the television program with the questions that
began the Courses Newspaper ieadings. Most of the 'articleiin the first,

:section in the Reader address the rOle of technology in our society and our
ability to control, it. Several were. .recommended to accompany the' firsr
program; they could welfbe reviewed at this point.
,-Another article suggested for an earlierPrograM; "What Computers'Mearr

for Man and Society" by. Herbert'A. Simon (pp. 6876), is worth reviewing
for its qualifications of james Burke's stalemants.on computers. It is true, as
Burke ,maintains, that computeke ble us to predict what will,happen but
only if we know all the factors that wi ffect an eVent. Throtighout the pro-
grams in this series, however, we have .en that the sources Of change in
any segment of society are complex and difficult' to, identify in exact propor-
tion and detail.

Altirther area of implicit .dispute concerns the future. 'Burke outlines
several alternate scenarios.' We can iMagine..,a number of authors of both
newspaper articles and Reader selections arguing.that these are incomplete.
YoU have already read some of these, but one that has not yet beensuggested

.

is the View, of, technology presented.by Clarence E. AYres in "The Industrial
Way of Life" (pp. 425-427).

One of the questions 'raised repeatedly in the Connections material is'
Whether "big is bad" in technology. .Wilson 'Clark describes a creative re-

. sponse currnntly being advocated' in many developing countries. This iS
"InterMediate Technology" (pp. 198-292) or techn- ology geared to a smaller
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scale and, at times, a testi sopnisticated mode 'of life.0 . I
. .,

The last four ,articles in the Reader (pp: 449-:476) ei.micern Technology
Assessment. Technology Assessment is the atteniPt to determine outcomes of
innovationS'befoie they are put into practice. The drawbacks tnd benefits of
this kind ,of activity are presented in the articles by Peter F. Drucker and
Harvey Brooks, and in .NeWspaper Article 15, ...Assessing ,and Directing'
Technology 7.by Melvin Krartibcig. Langdon Winner and Dorothy Nelkin,.in
their Reader. selections, m9v,e*yond technology assessment in a broader
area which eneompasses theju .e and\what we should.or cari do aboutit.

Finally, this might alsobegoi time to look back and review the first
4*,

newspaper article in the COLITSs bY NewSpaper series. In it John.Bnrke raises
- nany-of the same qlistions as _lames Iurke but.does not necessarily come to.'

all the sarrie conclusibns.

Discussiaa Questioas

1. Think .of the world in ten years. What technologies might have been
developed by then? Would a television seriesiuth aithiii. raise different
citiestionS and have different emphases?- What would they be?

2. What differences can you identify between the 'approaChes of- the two
Burkes to their .coiron field, technology? Which do you. 'find more
copgenial and why?

3. If You were a member Of Con.gress, would you voteito extend the powers
of the Office pf Technology Aksessment? Whior Why not?.

4. If.you voted yes, what exactly would you have-it do?. Outline the mecha-
nisms through which it would 'conduct its work, and the exact powers it iwould have once its judgmentg. had been made.
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10,000 B.C.

- 1

.y,00u

cow i).c.

7,000 B.C.

5.000 B.0

/I 4
4,000 B.C. -

1

3.000 B.C.
1

I Great pyramids built in Egypt
,

2.000 B.C.

TIME CljAFT,
ANCIENT TIMES
10,000 B.C.-500 AZ.-

Tochrokikill)misposats
*guides* I* CONNECTIONS

00sae Sigiikant Erases; -

1.;Worid Himiscy

--fcc Age tads
Neolithic Age: fabrication

and use of stone tools

-7-Beginnings of animal domestication and
agriculture

Nomadic peoples move to
valleys in Syria. Egypt.
Central Ameriea

*Beginnings of copper (and
Later bronze) metallurgy

B:C:

500 B.C.

!ILA/ U.C.

300 B.C.

20011:C.
I

Middle kingdom; acme of Ancient
Egyptian civilization

. Beginning of mirky exchange
. (Touchstone in use, 8th century WC)

'

. 7-Golden Age of Greece: science and
medicine of Hippocrates. Plato,
Anstotk

Archimedes work on statics and
machines (levers):Euclid's work in
mathematics .

c-

100

1 AD.

100

I

I

I

A.D.
I

A.D.
I

A.D.

A.D.

Hero
and

--polemaic
astrological

.--;Water-powered

of A kundria's work on hydratilics
pneumatts

astronomy; development
theory

grain mills in use

.

of
200

361/

400

500

I

r"Note that the scale of the time
tine changes within she Ancient
,Times section ant: between the
various titneperiods. .

iWriting in use in Middle
East '

.77Chinese people had
-.developed city-states,

roads, irrigatitin

Beginnings Of iron
Metallurgy in Near East

-7Rise of Buddhism in India,
confniItn in China

Alexander the Great '

conquers Persia, part of
India, Egypt; Akxandria,
Egypt, becomes world,
trading center (4th cowry
B.C.)

Roman Empire established
Rise of Christianity '

Roman Empire cnds in the
West
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1000

MEDIEVAL TIMES
500 A.D.-1500 kD.

Teeksagical Dowellegoseits ,Otbee &gage* Ev:sais
Sigailleset comucnoss a %mu iiiemo

,11

--MOldhoard plow in use incenual Europe

7

Lateen sail in use among ra1riibi
'-.7.Paperinaking acquired from Chinese by'

Arabs
Stirrup in use in Europe ".

Horse ciillar widely usedhy Arabs.
throughout Europe

Horseshoe in use in 13Y4antium aisi Siberia -
--Astfol4Pe in Use by Arabs
Hassealsoe in use M Europe

Papfer. silk, clocks, astronomical
inlinunents, ttorizontal loom, spinnint
vitieel in use. bledieval China.r.-

-7Medieval Industrial Revolution based on
!'waterpower (900s-1300s),'Europe

',--Horizontal loom in Use, Flanders .

1400 .

,

130t1

Arab medical knowledge spread.through
Schoql of SailbrnO. Italy.

Water clock widely used in Europe
--Chimney in use, England
Hand-knittinc buttons, and spinning wheel

in Europe
Compass. and stain-Post rudder in use in

Europe

Mechanical clokki in use inEueope
Longbow widely used in Waks",'
Cannon first used in Warfare in Europe

--Crankshaft- in use in Europe

1400 Increased-use of Waterpower in European
industry

Gutenberg develops Mierchaugeable type,
Germany

Development of navigational aids leads to
Buopc's Age of Discovery

Pike phalanx used in battle

Mohammed establishes new
religion: Islam

Moorish invasion of Europe
turned back (Battle of Tours,
France, 732) ,

Charlernigne crowned Wily
Roman Emperor (800).

W illiam the Conqueror
becomes king of England
(Battle of Hastings, 1066)

Crusades (11th-13th
centuries)
Fall of Toledo to biristians
0105) ends Moslem

'domination of'Spain; Classical
learning of Arabs spreads
throughoEurope

Monasteries, particularly
Cistercians, aid spread of
technology (llth-13th
centuries)

"Little Ice Age" in Europe
(13th-15th ifenturks)

Bubonic plague-svegis
Europe (1347-1402) .

England's Henry V defeats.,
,.,,French (Battle of Agincourt,

1415)
Fall of Conatantihople to

Turks (1453) .

-,-Columbus discovers..America
(1492) 'A
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EARLY MOISERN TIMES
1500 A.D.-1800 A.D.

leclomeleileal Developments
Sionilicant cosNkcnom

Winanza4 tt Aely Used in European industry

-,-Production line bY' Venice Arsenal in
building, ships

7F,iteentit (aNut+41. raiLlketi) uscd in batik

Ckvernicas aruc1 earth moves around sun

155J AgritAgat'f work mining

Theodolite tor sunfeying invented in
England

1000

.0

Time Cirri 63

Cidses Sigollienat Events
Weekl

Luther posts 95 Theses; rise of
Protestantism

Magellan circumnavigates the
earth; Cones conqUers A2tec5

Henry VIII dissolves English
..onasterica

Dutch -tluyt'.' (cargo ship) comes inui Use

Investigatios of magnetism by William
Gilbert and others

--invention of teleScope and telescopic
discovery by allile0 and others

ExperiMents with air pressure,hy Torricelli 4,,
and others; development of barametar-in
France

Otto von GueriCke demonstrates vacuuma pump, Germany . .

Pendulum clOek ckvelgped in Holland by
Christian Huygens

iCiuerickc's work witlisulfus ball (first
electrical generator)

170.9" ,-Steani pumping engines develoPed by
Thomas Newotimen.and others Widely used
in England

Cokc becomes 'Major 'source of fnel for
English industry .

Experiments with electricity by Hauksbee, in
England. Nutlet ihFrance, Benjainin

173p.. Franklin in America
Spinning machines that spurre'd Industrial '
4,Revolution developed in England ,.

-i4mcs WAIUMPaiittltelillle.A0ttS ,

iffkiency .

'loileph Prieinky's Work withgasee, England
L:Hot air and hydrogen balloons developed
'II (Mongolliers. irt Fr2nCe)

VA) Volta invents the clecuic.battcry

-71. \ '7

T

English defeat Spanish
Armada (15843)

.1amestows%, Virginiatfounded
(1607)

Pilgrims !arid in America

Royal Society olLoadon
founded (1660

French Academy of Sciences
founded (1666)

--Newton's theory of gravitation'
(1687)

American Revolutioh (1776)
7--Adam.Smithpublishoo

Weal$ of 14,1oicyu (1776)
-4rench Revaistion begins

(1789); Prench-and
Napoleonic Wars (1792-1815)

Malthus Essay on the
Principles of Population
(1798)
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1800

MODERN TIMES
1800 AM. to the Present

Techopie beirehopmeats
SAigoilkist hp CONNECTIONS

Stearn engines widely used in English mines,
ootton mills

Jacquard kiorn developed. France
.4-Leary Maudiday perfects precision lathe in

England; beginnings of maks prOduction
.Preservation of food in honks. then Cans
Gas lamps used for street lighting in England
Cyrus McCormick inventa mechanical

reaper. U.S.
7-"American System of Manufacture's

betWeen magnetism. electricity:
demonstrated by H. C. Oersted. Denmark

.1850 Tekgrapii pacented by Samuel F. B. Mo
Automatic machines (sewing; rive

. typewriting)
HAniline dye discovered bY Perkin. England
=Oil discovered in Pennsylvania

-Combustion.engines develeped by N. A.
Otto in Germany.. .

Telephone invented by Alexander Graham
Bell

,77Phonograph, electric !iglu invented by
,Thomas A. Edison

Beginnings of 'motion pictures
Gasoline-powered automobiles developed
Refrigeration becomes widespread -
-rTime and motion studies of workers
Ford uses assembly line for auto producti

1900

Beginnings 01 plastics incluttry in Germany

Radar developed inpigland

Ekctrorlic digital computers in use

Atomic bomb used on Japan (1945)
1950 Transistor develoPed in U.S.

Russians Launch first Artificial satellite

p.

.Satuin V takes U.S. astronauts to moon
j1969)

Other *Whew Events
La World History

tietween UnitedStates
and England (1812)

Napoleon defeated at
Waterloo (18)5)

.7-Revolutions in France.
Germany, Italy Marx and
Engels' Communist MuniNto
(1848)

Crimean War ( l85475()

1)arwin's Origin qf Species
(1859)

U.S. Civil War (18-61-65)

'Qerman Empire t; lahuidiesi
(1871) .

World War 1 ()9141S
Russlin Revolution ( 9 7)

reat DepressiOn

Woild War 11 (1939-45)

People's Republic tit China
established

a

, A

I V
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